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MANGLED FOOT
AMPUTATED
WILLIAM SINES HURT DUR-
ING STREET
V.-ACON COLLISION .
ACCIDENT OCCURRED AT
THIRD AND JACKSON
CHIEF SURGEON MURRELL
WILL WAIT BEFORE CUT-
TING BULLET FROM
M'KINLEY.
-Charles Boone, Wife and Child Have
Recovered From Injuries and
Returned Home to Gilberts-
ville—Other Accidents.
As elle result of a street car crash-
ing into an ice evaglan at Third and
Jackson 6treets, Wilflitm Sines, of the
Tenneesee House on Second. near
Kentucky avenue, lies at Riverside
hospital mime his left foot that 1% AS
amputated. Sam Gordon, of no I-a
Kentucky avenue, is laid up with
bruises and also James P. O'Neill.
Gordon drives the ion wagon for
G. W. Robertson, while O'Neill and
Sines were on elle step at the rear
end of the wagon. The wagon was
going out Jackeon street about 9
o'clock yesterday morning, and start-
ed across Third, when street car No.
58 crashed into it, the car going
south towards Jersey with Motorman
Ed Russell and Conductor Frank
Golighely in charge.
The motorman did not ring his
bell, so state the ice men, and when
the car came bearing down at a high
rate of speed they did not know of
its presence until it was right on the
wagon The motorman then yelled,
but it was too late, the car striking
the side of the wagon, which was
crtsehed and thrown out of the way,
while the mutes were badly cut about
the lesrs and body. Gordon was
pitched from his seat and badly
bruised. while O'Neill satotained bad
bruiser also. When the car struck
the vehicle Sines was thrown right
in front of the car wheels that caught
his foot and mangled it in such a
manner that amputation was neces-
sary. The car dash-brute{ and plat-
fonmi waa damaged a
The motrirmn claims he rang the
be41 hut the ice men say the first
warning came in the yell at them,
but it was then too late.
Did Not Remove Bullet.
Chief Surgeon Murrell. of the rail-
road hospital, did not cut the bullet
4111•1•1•m••
(Continued on Page Three.)
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TUCKER BOY IRAILROAD AGENTS AND HiCKERS
GIVEN LECTURE WERE FINED IN REBATE CASES
JUDGE OF JUVENILE COURT
LET HIM GO THIS
TIME.
MRS. JOHNSON QUALIFIED
FOR HUSBAND'S ESTATE
THE SUIT OF LOEB-BLOOM
AGAINST WILLIAM PAR-
HAM WAS COM-
PROMISED
Referee Bagby Ordered That the
Perishable Portion of Joseph
Wood-wards Grocery Stock
Be Sold—Courts.
Yesterday, in the juvenile court.
Judge Lightfoot dismissed Terry
Tucker, a small white boy, who had
tried to shoot a playmate named
Whitehurst with a revolver several
day. ago.
The judge beard the case and
virtually sentenced the boy to the
reform school, but as it was his first
offense and not of a heinous nature,
the judge gave Tucker a good lecture
and pictuned to him what an awful,
.horeible place the reform school it.
After lecturing the chap soundly the
court then released bins with the un-
&standing that he behave himself,
and if he did not be would sorely be
sent to the institution at Lexington.
Johnson Estate.
Leah Johnson yesterday qualified,
in the county coulee as admniistratrix
of the estate of her late husband,
Mendol Johnson.
Hotel Suit Compromised.
Yesterday, in the court of Judge
Lightfoot, the parties compromised
the suit of Loeb and Bloom against
William Parham Plaintiffs own the
Union Central hotel building at
Eleventh and Broadway. while Par-
ham had it leased. The place was
closed several weeks ago upon a
rent claim of about Vacs, and when
the litigation was called yesterday
for trial the parties annonnced that
they hod conenomised the metier.
Sell Perishable Stock.
Referee Bageby, in the bankrupt
court, yesterday directed Trustee A.
E. Boyd, of the Joseph Woodward
bankruptcy proceeding. to immediate-
ly sell all the perishable goods con-
temned it? the grocery stoclo of Wood-
ward, whose ettabliehment is in
Rewtaneitown. The desire is to con-
(Continued on Page Four.)
Ordinance Compelling Saloons to
Close Each Night at Twelve O'clock
THE MAYOR STATED HE WOULD SIGN IT THIS MOWING,
AND THEN HAND THE MEASURE TO CLERK HENRY
hAILEY TO RA 1'? PUBLISHED TODAY, WHEN IT THEN
BECOMES EFFECTIVE. • abgw-
• • /Alt& st•
Mayor Yeiser now has in his hands
the ordinance providing that saloons
of this city shall eliese each. night st
12 o'clock, and not open the doors
again until 5 o'clock the 104wing
morning, The mayor is now going
over the provisions carefull to see
that everything is all right; and will
this morning attach to the document
his signature which makes the act
a law. On signing 'the document to-
day the mayor will pass it back to
C'ty Clerk Henry Bailey who will
have it published. It is then a law
and all saloons will have to abide
by it.
The measure was given its final
restage by the aldermeie Thursday
evening, and yeeterday Clerk Bailey
handed it to the president of the
council, and acting president of alder-
men, who signed their times.
Last night wee the last time the
saloons can keep open aPter 12
o'clock, as this evening they have to
close at that haus- on account of to-
morrow being Sunday, and remain
closed until 5 o'clock Monday ntorn-
ing.
'Chairman Samuel II uhlterriVo f els4
license committee for littkiegislativoi
boards, yesterday announced that he
had not yet conferred with the bal-
ance of the committeemen regarding
the evening h will call them together
next week for purpose of hearing
whatever complaints or protests may
be lodged with the committee, re-
questing that this sub-body eecom-
, t
renewal of licenses of certain
saloons over the city be rejected the
.first Monday night in July by the
council, and the following Thursday
evening by the aldermen. Chairman
Hubbard will within the next day or
two see the other committeemen and
then have the session called for some
evening suitable to all, as it is the
desire that every member be present,
in order they can canvass the situa-
tion well, hear the nature of all pro-
tests, and then be fn a position to
say whether they shall recommend
rejection or not of the licenses.
Probabilities' are this meeting be
held either Tuesday or Wednesday
evening, and it is also possible a num-
bee of licenses will be -ken away as
many are to be pro* ved, while the
committee will also coneider the in-
iformation„ now being grelhet up byThe police, showing what *omithave perntitted women to visit *ern,land also let fernaleit live upiiairs..
HEAVY FINES FOR THE COMPANIES AND IMPRISONMENT
FOR THE AGENTS—THE CRIME COMMITTED WAS THAT
THE R^ADS SHIPPED STUFF UNDER AN OLD RATE FOR
THE DEFENDANTS AFTER A NEW AND MUCH HIGHER
RATE FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC HAI) BEEN PRODIOL-
GATED—ALL THE CASES A PPEA LED.
Kansas City, June 22.—In the
United States district court here to-
day Judge Smith MicPherson of Red
Oak, Ia., passed sentence on the sev-
en defendants recently convicted in
this oourt of inalcing concessions and
accepting and conspiring to accept re-
bates, on shipments. Judgments, in
the nature of fines, were assessed as
follows:
Swift Sr Co., $15,000; Cudahy Pack-
ing Comipany, $15.000; the Armour
Pacesing Company, $15,000; Nelson,
Morris & Co., $15,000; Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Railway $15,-
000.
Prison Sentence.
George L. Thomas of New York
was Rived $6,000 and sentenced to
four months in the penitentiary.
L. B. Taggart of New York was
fined $4,000 and sentenced to three
months in the penitentiary.
The fine of $15,000 assessed against
dee, Burlington covered all four
counts, the aggregate amount of the
seven cases totalling $85,00o.
Appeals were filed in each case,
and a stay of execution was granted
until June 29 so they could be per-
fected. The bonds in the cases. of
Thomas and Taggart were fixed at
$6,000 each. These two men appear-
ed in court personally, and upon be-
ing sentenced promptly furnished the
required bond. The bomis in the
case of the packing companies and
the Burlington were fixed at $i5,000
each.
The sentence was passed in he
various cases, after which motions
for teew trials were made by John C.
Cowan of Omaha ar.el Frank Hager-
man of Kansas City for the packers
and by Judge- 0. M. Spencer' of St.
Joseph on behalf of the Burlington
railroad and Thomas and Taggart.
All these motions were overruled.
LOCKSMITH LARGE FIRE
LAUGHED AT AT GOLCONDA
MISS MARY MILES AND JOHN
BUSCH MARRIED AT
BLAZE STARTED IN LAUNDRY
AND CAUSED Sioo,000
CLARKSVILLE. LOSS.
Mt. Jessie hurman Entertained Com-
plimentary to Miss Eva Duggar
of Paris—Dance at Pavilion.
Mass Mary Miles of this city and
Mr, John W. Busch of Clarksville,
Tenn., were married Thursday at
Clarksville, Tenn., as shown by the
following telegram received yester-
day:
Miss Mary Miles, of Paducah, Ky.,
was married in this city yesterday
morning to John W. Busch. The
wedding took place at the home of
the groom's mother, Mrs. Mollie
Pesach, in South Clarksvilk, where
the couple will make their home for
the present.
The bride is the pretty seventeen
year old daughter of Mr. R. M. Miles,
the well known katherwoker and
confederate veteran of South Fourth
street of this city. The couple went
to Metropolis last Wdreesday to get
married, but on account of the
tender Ige of the young lady, the
father prevented the ceremony and
thy returned here. That night the
young lady started for Louisvilk to
visit, but by arrangement she and the
groom met at a nearby city, and pro-
ceeded to Clarksville where the cere-
mony was performed.
Delightful Evening.
Mr. Jessie Thurman entertained
auite a number of friends last evening
with a delightful social at their home
adjoining the St. Nicholas hotel on
South Third street. Miss Eva
Hugger, of Paris, Tenn., the guest of
his sisters, was the honored guest,
and a happy time had by the jolly
crowd
Dance at Pavilion.
A large crowd of young society
mg at Wallace park pavilion.
POLICE RAID TORONTO
POOL
-ROOM.
More Than One Hundred and Fifty
Men Are Arrested.
Toronto, Girt., June 22..—The police
yesterday raided twenty pool-rooms
and hand-book betting concerns in
the business part of the city. More
than tso men were arrested.
Declines Democratic
Nomination For Governor.
Saginaw, Mich., June 22.—Woott-
bridge N. Ferriss of Big Rapids,
nominated. for governor a eacond
time by the Democrats at last
week's election, has declined the
nomination, saying that there is not
enonseht enthusiasm among the peo-
ple to warrant him in runnig for gdv-
eror.
Aid
Small Fire Occurred at the Com-
mercial Club Headquarters
Last Evening.
Golconda. Ill., 25 miles above here
on ttte Ohio river, was visited by a
'very dieastrous lire yesterday morn-
ing, and about $ioceoce worth of
property destroyed. The blaze started
shortly after 9 o'clock in the laundry
near the electric light plant along the
river front. The flames quickly"
leaped from laundry to light plant,
then .to Watson's hardware store.
Itierce'S general merchandise estab-
lithment, and other surrounding
stiuctures, all of which were reduced
to ashes, and the contents totally de-
stroyed.
The fire department and citizens
fought the flames bravely, but not
until destruction had been accont
seeded did the flame succumb to
their efforts. It was sometime mn
the afternoon before the fire was put
out.
The losers are; Electric light plant
e25,000; Watson,' hardware store
$25,cloo; laundry $5,000; two dwellings
$to,000; Pierce's store $15,000;
Herter's store $to,000; Lewis' barn
$5,000; Reeves' saloon $5,0oo.
Paducah Fire.
Last evening shortly after 9 o'clock
fire was discovered in the Commer-
cial club office on South Fourth
street between Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue, but it was detected in
its infancy, and quick work of the
department extinguished the flame
that started in a corner of the front
room. it was among some papers.
The lose will probably be something
like $5o, caused mostly by the
water thrown into the office.
APPOINTS RECEIVER FOR
FT. WAYNE GAS PLANT
Indianapolis, Ind., 22.—On corn',
plaint of the Central Trust company
of New York, Henry C. Paul, of
Fort Wayne, was today appointed re-
ceiver of the Fort Wayne Gas com-
pany of Fort Wayne. Tete complaint
was based on the charge that the
company had defaulted the payment
cuf $6o,boo interest due January I, on
a pond issue .of $2,0430,000, running
fm 1895 to w.25, of which the trust
company was trustee.
raithS and Abner Arrested.
Jackson, Ky...eiteme 22.—John Smith
lpd John Abtalit were arrested this
°ming by !levity Sheriff Shade
'gate on a warrant for the murder
Dr. 'Cox.
BIG CROWD
TOMORROW
BEING LAST DAY OF CHAU-
TAUQUA THOUSANDS
Ve:LL eee2 0e1-2.
REV. FATHER NAGLE COMES
TONIGHT FROM HENDERSON
PROFESSOR FLETCPIER MAY
REMAIN TO GIVE INSTRUC-
TIONS IF CLASS IS
GOTTEN UP.
Ross Crane proved First Class Artist
With His Cartoon Work—Spe-
cial Program Tomorrow
Evening.
Another record. 'breaking day is ex-
pected tomorrow at the chautauqua,
as in addition to being Sunday, it
is the last day of the gathering, and
many will be out to take advantage
of the opportunity no 'hear the speak-
ers and other interesting features up-
on the program. Last ireelay about
5,000 people were on the grounds,
including afternoon and evening,
while as many will be out tomorrow,
so it is expected, Rev. Father G.
T. Nagle, the celebrated priest from
Iowa, arrives here tonight from Hen-
derson where he 'has been delivering
addresses at the cheutauqua now go-
ing on there. He speaks at 2 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon on "Lofty Peaks
In American Statesmanship." At 4
o'clock he is followed by Ross Crane,
the cartoonist, who arrived from
Henderson and made his first ap-
pearance yesterday afternoon at
which time many witnessed his fine
work. Tomorrow evening between
and 8 o'clock a special program, ar-
ranged by Rev. T. J. Newell of the
Broadway Methodist church will be
rendered, during which time Miss
getnenway appears fly special re-
quest and gives a reading on "The
Other Wise Man." At 8 o'clock the
last feature of the chautuoqua com-
mences ,it being the lecture. on "The
Jew and His Religion" by 'Rabbi Leo
Manrrheimer, who will arrive ootnor-
row afternoon from Cincinnati. Ohio.
Tomorrow n igh t or Mbndey morning:
Aries Homenway goes to Wickliffe'
to visit friends and give a recital.
and then goes to Paxton, Ill., where
she teaches in a college. She is
booked for many chautauquas over
the country this statratter and her
.work shows sue will be as success-
ful elsewhere, as in Paducah as she
is a thorough mistress of her art.
Yesterday's program was carried
our in full, with exception of where
Superintendent Shaw in delivering
his lecture on "Jaunts to the Haunts
(Continued on Page Five.)
SUPERINTENDEN1
IS AILING AGAIN
ALTHOUGH SICK HAS MAN-
AGED TO KEEP OUT OF
MUCH BUILDING WORK
FOR SUMMER PERIOD
SUPT. HOYER WILL FIND OUT
HOW MUCH TRUSTEES
WANT TO SPEND
AT THIS.
Supt. Lida Says Ire Deeply Regrets
No Relief Is Given Extreme
North End Children—Paducah-
ans At University.
Supt. Lieb of the schools has suf-
fered a slight set-back with his
Tress, and alehough not confined to
his bed, is feeling badly, and
especially during the warm period.
He is able to be at his office in the
Washington building, but is not try-
ing to do 'much work, and will not
until he recover his strength.
Much Work.
Mr. Lieb yesterday said there was
much work -for Supt. Hoyer to do
during the summer months; roofs
need painting, wood work a fresh
coat, steps and seats repaired, win-
dows and doors put in good shape:
Mr. Hoyer tried to get the board at
its last regular meeting to do some-
thhing towards informing him wha
elle trustees wanted spent and d
in this respect, but so many oth
attestions were before the body t
this was not reached. If the bo
wants performed everything pos
Mr. Hoyer wilt get the men to d
while to the. reverse he will hold
things down k withhit whatever ex-
penditure she trustees desire made.
Mr. Lieb said yesterday that he
did not think it would b necessary to
finish op any-new rooms to be put
into nee next fall when school opens.
Al she rooms aretali‘dy in eotrintie-
s.an at every buil 'rig, and the
North Math ,ptreelf
These have some vacant rooms but
the attendants does not justify any
being finished up for occupancy. Me.
Lieb expresser deep regret that the
trustees did 'hot do something this
summer towards erecting a building
on the block of school ground owned
by the trustees in Faxcin's addition
on North Twelfth below Burnett
street: The children from that ex-
treme Northern end of the city have
to walk miles to vet to•theit
(Continued on P(..we Five. )
Decision to Be Made in
the Huckster License Matter
MAYOR YEISER WILL CALL BOTH CITY LEGISLATIVE
BOARDS TOGETHER IN JOIN SESSION SO FINAL SETTLE-
MENT CAN BE MADE OF EXASPERATING PROPOSITION.
'Mayor N'eists will call the coun-
cil and alder-men tog'eth'er as a com-
mittee of the whole next week for
the purpose of settling the huckster
license. controversy. He will prob-
ably call the session *about Tueselet
ITrdnesday evening, the time tie-
mg detrmined by the night the joint
license committee gathers to hear
saloon proteste, as the mayor wall
select an evening other than that
named by the license committee in
order that members can be present.
The huekster proposition has been
a knotty problem for years. The
men following this ,business go
through the surrounding country.
buy up all the eggs, poultry, butter
and other produce, and bring it to
this city where they virtually control
the market on these articles. The
city now charges them a $25 yearly
license, and the courts have con-
strtsed that anybody doing this char-
acter of business, whether on a large
or small scale, comes under the head
of a lex-teeter and have to pay the
license to transact business in _tb
city.
It is now stated that the huck-
sters go throegh the ceuntry and
warn the farmer ag,aiet bringing his
eggs, chickens, etc., to the city, as lie
will have to pay the las license.
4
This scares away the farmer who
might come to town once a week
with his prodluce. in this manner the
hucksters monopolize the market and
prices charging what they want to.
One of the legislative boards has
at 'Ae an oestsuance reigaling 
license and letting the tmeketer and
farmer do busineas without paying,
while the other city body refuses to
repeal and as the opinions stand di-
vided, the mayor will call ell twenty
of the legislators together so they
can, in joint meeting, decide what
skull be done with the proposition.
In this manner they will obviate the
possibility of the alderman in sep-
arate session taking action one wiy
on the proposition anti then the coun-
cil deciding to the reverse.
Mayor Yeller reported to the al-
dermen that the hucksters were not
only satisfied with the $25 license,
but hied expressed a desire to see it
raised to $5o per year, as this would
shut everybody out of the business*
hut them, because they are the only
ones following this line on a suf-
ficiently large and remunerative 'cale
to justify paying a big license.
Great complaints have been made
for months eewardiner the heeksters
and the extortionate prices for the
good's they control, and which calla
turners are bound to have.
wee e '."..'•W_.."1"1"171.4".."."4"11"PW.W.....'7.
NOTICEen
FIX STREETS
OFFICIAL DOCUMENT SERVED
ON CONTRACTOR TER-
RELL YESTERDAY.
If He Does Not Comply With the
Instructions the City Will Fix
It and He Charged Cost.
Yesterday the board of • public
works bad its official notice served
upon Contractor Edward C. Terrell,
who constructed the brick streets on
Fifth, Foueth and Third street be-
tween • Jefferson and- -Kentuelty--anee
nee. This notice informed him that
if he did not repair the many bad
places in the paved thoroughfares in
the next five days that the board of
works would have it done and then
charge the cost up to Mt. Terrell.
The board has been trying to get
the contractor to 'repair the bad
places for months, but it seems to do
no good, and then when a repair is
made, it consists only of dumping a
tittle gravel down into the hole and
brick raised some. When the con-
tractor finished, the improvement dur-ing 1903 he executed a bond to the
city guaranteeing to keep the thor-
oughfares in good repair for five
years, and it is from this bond that
the repair will be collected if theboard of woelos is forced to do the
work.
WORKING UNDER WATER
BY COMPRESSED AIR
AND ARC LIGHT.
A new system for doing subma-
rine repair or wrecking work with
pneumatic tools by light of an arc
lamp that burns under water, is de-
scribed in The Western Electrician
(Chicago, May 26). Says the writer:
"Real or imaginary horrors inci-
del* to going down to a sunken ves-
set, or other submerged object, have
kept the number of professional div-
ers at a minimum. At depths of so
feet or more, even in comparatively
clear water, the gloom is said to lee
impenetrable. 'For these reasons few
people care to don the diver's armor
and descend below the surface. It
may therefore be said that with the
development of an electric seach
light and diver's lamp and a kit of
compressed-air tools for submarine
repairing a new industry has bent
developed l • 'W
"The arc lamp is enclosed in a
water-tight metallic case, with a
glass ehamher at 'its lower end.
When in use the diver may carry the
lamp by means of the circular guard
lbandle, set it down, or suspend * in
a convenient Trimmer directly by the
cable, no ropes being required. Its
weight under water is only a few
pottrode----just enough to kerne in po-
sition in a current or tideway. The
submarine cable conducting the cur-
rent to the lamp leads to the surface
and thence to a combined junction
and switch
-plate controlled by the
diver', attendant. From, this plate
connection is made to a neigboring
electric circuit. storage battery, Or
small generate, outfit sapplying the
electric power.
"By means of the electric light
and compressed air it will be pos-
sible to Intikie permanent repairs to
the hull of a vessel, even under fire.
Further. it is predicted that a fleetin cruising trim may he kept fairly
. clean and in good repair_ without re-
entree to the dry sleek. "
"Te order to render the services of
a diver of real valite in making der-
able repairs it Was found necessaryto considerably change the methods
of operation and ennipment The
question of light, the first step, was
enle-et te• tae rite tlet 'Vale sub-
marine electric lamp. by its inventor.Eraelci R. Hall: the problem of in-
creasing the workman's efficiency
has been obtained he Mr. Hall by
nrerins of new erthmarine pneumatictools."stan1numn========2„
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SUIT AGAINST
' BISHOP HENDRIX
Case of Av. Osbron of Murray Will
Open at Kennett, M.
Kennett, MO., June 21—The Sze,-
000 damage suit of the Reverend An-
drew 'F. ()Anon ministeein the
Methodist Episcopal church, sou.th,
and former pastor of the church in
Jachson, M.o., against Bishop Eu-
gene R. Rendeix of Kansas City, will
be called in the circuit court of
Dneklin county tomorrow before
Jusage James L.'Fort.
Many prominent Mlethodist di-
vines have arrived in this city and.
will be witnesses in the case, which
was brought, following the meeting
of the St. Louis conference in Ca-
ruthers/vine last year, when the Rev-
es-teect M. Oebron Was retired from
the active ministry and located with-
out his request on the charge that he
had abandoned his pastorate in Jack-
son without the consik 754- -the
'bishop.
'ere. Osbrou bases his suit mote
the action of Bishop Hendrix in ap-
pointing a committee to investigate
the charges against him and upon
alleged arbitrary treatment of him
upon the floor of the convention.
The suit is for personal damages, al-
leged to have been sustained because
of the action of Bishop Hendrix.
MUST CHECK BAGGAGE
TO ITS DESTINATION
House Passes a Bill of Much Impor-
tance to Roads and Travelers.
Washington, June 22.—A bill of
great importance, both to the rail-
roads and to the traveling public, was
passed by the house today under sus-
pension of the rules, regulating the
checking of baggage by common car-
rterS.
The bill compels common carriers
engaged in interstate commerce to
check baggage to its destination on
transportation offered, whether in the
form of what is known as "split tick-
et?' or a regular form of ticket on
one line, and a mileage or other ticket
on another line, to tithe destination Of
the baggage.
The bill is intended to overcome
the practice of roads, which now
refuse to check baggage to its des-
tination where a ticket to the junc-
tion point or termination of one road
is offered, and a mileage book or
other transportation on the connect
Mg road to the destination of the
baggage as affected.
Opening Crow Indian Reserva-
tion—Tickets will be sold to Sheri-
dan Wyo., Billings and Miles City,
Mont. Dates of sale June to to 26,
Igoe, inclusive, final limit July Toth,
1936. Round trip rate rayon.
Notice of Sale
Having been selected trustee of the
Shoffner-Hayes Medicine company, of
Paducah, Kentticky, by a vote of
more than two-thirds of the stock
holders of said corporation, for the
purpose of winding up and settling
the business of said corporation, I as
such truetce will on the 9th day of
July, nese, between the hours of to
a. me and 4 p. m., at the place of
busidess of said corporation on the
corner of 7th and Broadway streets,
Paducah, Kentucky, offer for sale to
the highest and best bidder for cash
es follows:—
All of the formulas of said cur-
ie ration, which includes the formula
known as the Slioffner formula. and
fotmulas known as the Hayes
formulas and all trade marks 1)e -
longing to each of said formulas;
also all machinery and fixtures
of every kind and description
used by said corporation in the manu-
facture of its medicines; also all of
the stock, medicine, merchandise, and
feinted matter of every kind and de-
oription belonging to said corpora-
eon; also the good will of said
corporation. This sale to embrace
arid include all the assets of every
kind and description belonging to
said corporation, except book ac-
c ents, notes, bills receivable, choses
in action, etc.
I will first offer for sale the
formul'a ITtruwn au the Shuffeer -fte.
HAWSES HUD
UPPER HAND
ARE STILL THE LEADERS OF
BREATHITT COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC MA-
CHINE.
Preparing to Fight Bitterly Against
Byrd's Plans to Go to
Congress.
Jackson, Ky., June 2i.—It is in-
deed difficult now to foretell the
coming political events as regards
Breathitt and adjoining counties in
c.oming._and elections..
Probably the best way to judge is to
take the past year's events as a basis.
The election of loos in Breathitt
county was not a formal 'expression
of the political situation in the coun-
ty, owing to the fact that peculiar
conditions figured in the result of
the election. The feud issues and
the family quarrels went far to mold
the result of that election, and, those
results were inevitable under the cir-
cumstances of that campaign. While
the people here do not, carry the
feud feeling and family differences
altogether into politics, yet the lead-
ers of the factions being also strong
political factors has no little to do
with the mettle of political issues.
Head Democratic Machine
Judge Hargis and ex-Sheriff Calla-
hen are the recognized leaders of the
democratic organization, or machine
in this county, Callahan being chair-
man of the executive committee, but
they will find strong opposition in
tthe dissatisfied, or "Hogback." ele-
ment of the democratic party in the
county, which is a strong contingent
This element, together with the re-
publican, vote of the county, can de-
feat any eandidate or in/erasure sup-
ported or advocated by Hargis and
Callahan. It is believed by some
that Judge Hargis and Callahan will
not take an active part in the ap-
proaohin-g elections, owing to the
fact that they are engrossed IA ith the
criminal 1:prosecution here and at
Beattyyille and Lexington. If they
do not take active part it will be the
first time they have failed in a score
of years. There is, however, one
thing that may bring them into poli-
ties at the coming Noveruber elec-
tion. and that is to oppose A. F.'
Byrd in thie candidacy for congretta.
If there is any one man in the state
that has catreed them more unpleas-
antrrees and more tremble than all
others in their prosecution for the
past two years arising from the
Breathitt comity aestassinations it
hats been Byrd.
There is no doubt he* that thoy
will give bin's strong npoosition in
this county. and wile also appear
against hirn in other counties
throughout the district.
Independent In Politics.
But as 'to the political ctmsplexion
of this country and Central Eastern
Kentucky in prospects of the early
state and national elections, and in
the more immediate congressional
election, it is difficult to give &fi-
nite expression. There is one thing
that can be men among the majority
of the people of this section, and
that is they are fast drifting toward
independence in politic; and leaving
behind them the partisan men and
measures. It is no longer a fixed
certainty as to how a connty nr dis-
trict will go in an expression at the
pulls, but, on the other hand, it is
safe to say that the people arc re-
volting at the idea of corruption
public affairs, graft in public trusts
anvil machine methods in politics.
and upon these is being imprinted
the stamp nt neblie disapproval and
contempt. It can no longer be snid
that a celerity or district is solid in
the support of any man imtil he first
declares his policy and Tenn of action
and until the electors are satisfied
that he is the beet mite at hand.
This has been plainly hown in re-
cent county and district elections in
this section. and the candidates of
wealth and apparently strongest fol-
lowing have been overwhelmingly
defeated, 
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So with the drift of the tidal wave
of political reform throughout the
l
country and. with the unmistakable
expression in condemnation of graft
and corruption and abuse of public
trust% th4 peopile of these remote
and sometimes unnoticed sections
are lending some force to the up-
heaval and tide.
MAY MARK JEWISH EPOCH
Plan to Change Day of Worship to
Come Before Rabbis.
Chicago, June 22,—An attempt to
have the Jews gather in their syna•
gogites and worship on Sunday in-
stead of Saturday will be madteat the
sIxteenth annual convention, of the
central conference of American rabbis,
which will convene in Indianapolis on
July 1.
Should the conference deem the
-change- wise-it needed -mean- the Meal a
eon of Saturday worship in the
temples and synagogues in the oen-
tral states, for the body is an advis-
cry and deliberative one and its cle•
clsions can not be reviewed by any
religious body in the United States.
Although the sponsors for the
change will be in the minority they
will have the advantage of having
conducted their services on the Chris-
!tan Sabbath and will be in a position
ta tell of the good to be accomplished
by the change. The claims which
they make for the change are many.
They say the carrying of the project
would mark an epoch in Jewish re-
ligious history and would mark a
greater advance in the modernization
of the Jews than any movement made
at a convention of the rabbis.
MOONSHINE WHISKY
Twenty - Seven Barrels Labeled
"Vinegar" Are Seized in Ware-
house at Louisville.
Louisville.. June 2I.--A big haul of
wbisky, alleged to be "moonshine'
manufactured in the illicit still runin connection with the Cane Run
Vinegar Works, which was raidedlast Friday by the revenue 0:1ieers,
was made by Deputy Collector C. C.Green yesterday afternoon, when he
seized twenty-seven barrels storedin the Citizen's Warehouse, at 1329West Walnut street.
Josepth P. Herman, a brother-in-
law of Peter Bitzer, upon whose
grounds the alleged still was operat-
ed, was arrested by Deputy UaitedStates Miarehal William Blades in
connection with the seizure.
The barrels of liquor were broughtto the custom bowie and taken tothe third floor, where they wereplaced in a store room. They arelabeled "vinegar," butt are said to
contain svhisloy.
•
Low Rates to Ashvi/le, N. C., and
Return.
On account of the confzrence of
the Young People's Missionary As-
sociation at Ashville. N. C.. South-
ern Railway will sell excu-sion tick-
ets to Ashville at rate of one first
class fare plus twenty-five cents for
the rout,  tr.p on June 26. 27 and 28
with return limit of July in, 1926.
"The Land of the Sky" county Is
attractive at all times and especially
at this season of the year. The
glory of the natural surroundings is
at its height. The Southern Railway
traverse, the banks of the. French
Broad river for many miles en route
to Ashville. The &collet y of this
mountainous region and tae delight-
ful temperature are unsureassed
For further information, address
any ticket agent of the Southern
Railway or
C. H. Htingerford, n. P. A.. No
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
LEST YOU FORGET.
All tax payers are nertey respect
filthy reminded that the first hail n
City tares are now due.
Ten per rent re-rialty is added to
all June remaining unpaid July
the first. We desire that yen escape
this additional cost, and also the in
noyanec of waiting your turn in the
rush of the ,laist few days. Therefore
we request you to kindly call at the
treasurer's office soon 25 /105Siblr.
ane. greatly oblige yours,
JOHN J. DORIAN,
City Treasurer.
6
YOUR COMSPONDENCE
BY USING THE
NDERWOOD'
WENN
" Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator'4Time which is your time.
:
1Y :ring
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
341 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
IDE Nirto iliwrilefor over big runMO IR:LI/Teta logos
I 
WielfshowasAage 
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.TIME anerit&DRIla a:Infer.II/CLOW any other manufacturer or ewes is the world.
•DO NOT DUI A DIOTOLE trnenat dor Anseor on mar R•nd of term, until you have received our oosoplete Tree Ala.lagesee Illostratiag ..a4 deacrig every khad of high-grade end low-gradebicycles, old patinas aad latest models, and learn of our mnarkable LAMand wesiortet esrie Wore made possible by selling from factorsdirect to rider with no a/Mlonee's peaks.
NSW"' aed mhe a "Mt h •I'trillYs which no to :atboom in the world will V 2 kora everything sad get much odaMa informatics by eimpir =Mg sea penalWe need a Mho Mist les every am sad can offer an opportunit)amiss mosey to Mins95ama who apply at once.$8 0 PUNOTIME•PROOF TIRES N L V
To hetrodoso•PerP1111. $ .80 4 el
Pair for WONT I.
yWcmie Warn *on The
IT
MT TM A/(Casts vitT14 onotm $4.1111)
NO NONE TROUBLE FRON PUNCTURES.
Result of le years erperience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC.
ffeelos Mao Weil ream, tread7 US. PINS. NAILS TACKS or GLASS.
.•%11," and reassure artimi -B"Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuta, can 
widbe eulcaniz eeed like any other tire. en P' ft irimk g4riIP 
"II"
r ma tthig.Tmmi 
Urn Will outlast soy etherTwo ileadrsd Thousand pairs ova ha wend am" OvW 
sanhe—ssOFT, ILLAJITIC sadThousand pairs sold last year. 1tamlf JILIDLNG,
ity of rubber, scklich never becomes porous end which closes up matt pun, tures
Made in all Mrs. It is lively and easy ridiag, very durable and lined invade
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers statingthat their tires haveouly been pumped up once or twice la • whole season. They weigh no more thanan ordinary tire, the puncture resisting _qualities being given by several layers of thin, sp_ecaal2z
CIT soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air frorns;
prepared fabric on the tired. That "Holding flack" settation commonly felt when ridiragtotithe
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all 110Cti011. The regular price c.f Ibsetires is is ea per pair, but lot advertising purposes we are snaking a vecial riderOf ogle $4.8o per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We arpTCF.V.fron a r proneYou do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
TULL trAllili WITH OSUMI: and enclose this advertisement. We will Mao send one n
We will allows gash dicsasat of 5 per rest (thereby making the price la4.5 per pair) if yoii=
plated brae band pump and 1...ro Sampoun metal puncture dormers on full paid orders (there=puncture closers to be used in came of i sakes)stestional knife cuts or heavy '.lira to be retat OUR expense if for any ressou they are not satisfactory on examination.We seer-teeny reliable and money went to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,Banker. *press or Freight Agent or thersTitor of this ;raper about us. If you order • pair isithese tires, you will find that they will easier. run faster, wear better, last longer rind=finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so welt; ,,that when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us a small trIESorder at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
ociAsmailumparst
 
bellt-or- wheels, seddloa, pedals. parts end repairs, everything in the bicycle line are sold byus at half t:prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUN DK V catalie.I Do
 NOT
 w
 hut write us • postai today. DO NOT TH/Nli IttlY IMO AtAIT bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until yuu know the • .-ve Siwooderful offers we are making. It only coats a postal to learn everything. Write it siotY.
mula and the trade mark belong-
ing to it; I will then next offer
for tale the formulas known as the
Hayes formulas, and the trade marks
belonging to same; I will then next
offer all the machinery and fixtures of
every kind and description used in
the manufacture of medicine by the
Shoffner-Hayes Medicine company,
and all medicine, merchandise,
peinted matter, and all other ma-
terial of every kind and description
belonging to said corporation, includ-
ing the good Will, except the afore-
said accounts, etc.
After, making the aforesaid sales
separately, I will then offer for sale
al the aforesaid formulas, trade
inerks, medicines, fixtures, machinery.
cc , above described as a whole, and
eill accept the highest and best hid.
If the aforesaid sale shoulld fail
ta bring sufficient amount to pay
the liabilities of said corporation, I
w!i; then offer for sale to the high-
ett! and best bidder for cash, all the
bacik aceoents, notes, and choses in
Pet on h • eging to said corporation.
L W. R. HAYES, Tristee.
1.
BALDWIN PIANO 
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest 
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. Ii. B4.DWIN & CO.
W. T 11LLEP, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH,
RAD CYCLE COMM Depf.e"JL" CHICAGO, ILL
• 
GOOl MORNING
Did you swallow youreihar: ef dust last night? I have a full line al
Garden Hose, No-Mei, Sprinkling Slate
etc., various grades and various p aces.
Help your neighbor iseep down t he dust.
Ed .Hannan
Both Phones sox. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avon& '
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incos pained./
General Cartage Business
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd ana monroe
and Household 'Cloods. ti3th e
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
•
7
 •
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Health
, Advice
For
Women
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
FIZZ ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term.
G U
Don't Hesitate
If you suffer from any kind of female troubles, don't hesitate to take Wine
of Cardul. It is a medicine which, for over half a century, has proved of
remarkable efficacy in just such diseases.
"For the last nine years", writes Samil. L. Davidson, the well known
real estate operator of 1655 Eliot St., Denver, Colo., "my wife suffered
from female troubles, and if it had not been for
WINE cARoul Woman's
OF Relief
she would be suffering yet. I broke up my business East to bring her here, but it did not im-
prove her general health. Our physician could not help her, and all his skill came to naught.
She asked him if there was no known cure for female trouble. He said there was a patent
medicine, but would not tell her its name. So she asked her druggist, and he recommended
Wine of Cardui. After trying it, my wife says that Cardui, with plenty of fresh air, will do
more than all the doctors combined, and we recom-
mend it to all female sufferers, where no surgical opera-
tion is necessary." Try it for periodical pains.
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles,
At the Churches
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First
Presbyterian church will preach to-
r arrow morning on "Honor to
Whom Honor Is Due" while his
theme for evening worship is "The
Glory of A Common Task."
Second Baptist.
"The Meanest Mlan In Hell" wi'l
be preached on tomorrow morning
by Rev. E. H. Cunningham at the
evenieg worship will be "New Birth."
First Christian.
There will be Sunday school and
cerninunion services tomorrow morn-
ing at the regular hours at the First
•Cleristrara church.
Grace Episcopal.
There will be Sunday school and
riorning worship tomorrow at Grace
Lpiscopal church. There will be no
evening service until further notice,
Rector David Wright being out of
the city.
Tent Meeting.
Preaching will be conducted at the
usual hours tomorrow underneath the
Methodist tent on South Fifth street
near Jackson. This is at 11 o'clock
in the morning, 3 o'clock in the after.
roon, and 7:45 o'clock at night.
Trimble Street Metdodist
Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the
'Trimble street Methodist church has
been.balf sick all this week, but
hopes to be able to fill his pulpit
tomorrow morning and evening. He
has not yet chosen his subjects.
German Lutheran.
Sunday school services will be held
tomorrow morning at the German
Lutheran church on South Fourth
'fleet. Rev. Illton will be here the
fellowing Sabbath to preach, he in-
tends to return the last of next
week from his vacation that is being
spent in Iowa.
--
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. Eshman of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church will preach to
morrow morning the annual memorial
sermon for the Knights of Pythias
of this city, who will attend the
church in a body. There will not be
any services at night.
Mission Churches.
Tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Sunday school services will be held
at the Mechanicsburg Christian mis-
sion church. At 3 o'clock Sunday
school worship will be held at the
Ifethodist mission on West Ten-
ressee street. At 3 o'clock similar
worship is conducted at the North
'Twelfth street Baptist Mission.
Methusitit MIssion.
mission in Littleville. At 11 o'clock
he erreaches there At 3 o'clock in
the afternoon the Sunday school ser-
vices will be held at Ore Guthrie
avenue church, while at 4 o'clock a
business meeting will be held by the
members of that congregation. Be-
tween 4 and 5 o'clock a number of
eonverts will be immersed by this
reverend gentleman in the pool not
far distant from the church. That
evening at 7:45 o'clock D. Owen hills
the Guthrie avenue pulpit, while some
one he is to select today will preach
at the Littleville church.
Tenth Street. C •
Rev. Bass will he in his pulpit to-
morrow morning and evening at the
Tenth street Christian church.
Broadway Methodist
Rev. T. J. Newell of the Broadway
Methodist church will speag on
"Spiritual Culture" tomorrow morn-
ing, while there will be no services
at the evening hour on account of
the chautatique.
Tent Revival.
Rev R. E. Braesfeeld of Barlow re-
turned hotne yesterday after having
assisted Rev. Peter Fields for several
days with the big tent revival on
South Fifth street.
Litre evening Dr. Fields preached
on "God's Promises To etre Sinner"
and there wag one addition to the
church. There will not be any rer-
vice today except at the eiening
hour. 7:45 o'clock. TOTIVOCrOW the
usual hones will he ertieerved with
preaching. while Mireminy afternoon
at A o'clock another big children's.
service will be conductedt
MANGLED FOOT AMPUTATED
(Continued From First Page.)
from the wrist of Switchman Tom
McKinley, who was accidentalyy shot
at Central City in the I. C. yards
there. The surgeon found it was
beet to wait a few dery before re-
moving the leaden missile that is
deeply imbedded in the wrist.
Family Returned Home.
Charles Boone, wife and child have
left the railroad hospital and returned
to their home in Gilbeetsville, up the
Louisville division. Boone is the
Tennessee river bridge watchman
who was riding a railroad velocipede
out to his post of duty in center of
the structure when slipped up on
from behind by a freight train that
knocloed from the wheel himself
wife and child, who were riding with
him. They have recovered from their
cute andi severe bruises.
To City Hospital.
Masons of Kentucky, died at it
o'clock yesterday morning of
cholemia, after an illness of more
than a year.
Mr. Davidson was born at Fort
Hamilton, N. Y., July 4, 1834. His
fether was Capt. H. Davidson, of the
United States army, who was sta-
tioned at the fort at that time. Mr.
Davidson came to Louisville at the
age of twelve years, and while still
a young man became manager of the
old Masonic theater. He retired
after the control of the theater passed breast.
to Col. Meffert. He was at one time surgeon
erominently associated with Finzeri
Pros. in the tobacco business.
Mr. Davidson became associated
with the Masonic order about forty
years ago. He belonged to the De-
Molay Commandery, the Scottish
Rite. Abraham Lodge, and Knights
of Honor. Lei 1876 he was elected to
the office of Tyler, aand held the
cffice up until his last illness.
Cherries Delay Wedding.
Edwardsville, III., June 22.—Just
before the wedding ceremony of
Jemes Monroe Stevens, a school-
teacher, and Miss Matikla Schirmer
yesterday the minister, Rev. J. G.
/iildenstein, and the groom elect
climbed a cherry tree to eat some
fruit. Both fell out of the tree and
were pickled up unconscious. In a
letlf hour they were revived and the
ceremony was performed.
LIVES WITH PATCHED HEART
Organ Washed and Sewed Up and
Victim on Road to Recovery.
Los Angeles, Cal., June 23.—C. A.
McCartney, a young aintractor of
Pasadena, after having his heart ex-
posed, washed and sewed up, his torn
lungs sewed and his gashed breast
closed has lived four days and may
recover. McCartney was injured as
the result of a bicycle accident. He
fell upon one of the prongs of a hay
rake. The sharp steel tore open his
breast, punctured the outer wall of
his heart, tore his lungs and splin-
tered one of his ribs. Dr. E. H.
Thompson washed and sewed the
heart and lungs, cleaned away the
splintered rib bone and bound up the
McCartney surprised the
and his family by living.
DIAGNOSES HIS OWN CASE
Noted Philadelphia Surgeon Operated
On for Intestinal Cancer.
St. Paul, Minn., June 22.—Dr. J.
William White of Philadelphia was
operated on in the Mayo hospital at
Rochester, Miran., yesterday. No
definite statement is made of the re-
sult.
Dr. White, one of the best known
surgeons in the United States, diag-
rosed his own case as intestinal can-
cer several months ago, but on ac-
count of his duties as a lecturer on
surgery at the university he was un-
able to take time for an operation.
Warrant for Alleged Briber.
Grand Rapids, Mich, June 22.—A
warrant was issued yesterday for
Henry Petersen of this city charging
in attempt to bribe Alderman Abe
Dykstra of the sixth ward. Dykstra
says Petersen offered him $too for his
rote in connection with the saloon
districting ordinance, Petersen desir-
ing Dykstra to cease his opposition
in the 
council..
Our Handsome Springhbrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. '(HE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a corn rnencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few n ew things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Rev. T. J. Owen will hold Child-
ren's Day services tomorrow morn-
ing at to o'clock at the Methodist
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY. IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. mi.
linen name e rson WI
'taken from the railroad to the city
hospital in a day or two for treat-
ment of the fractured skull he re-
ceived by a string of moving cars
striking him while he was rambling
around in the local yard,. Not be-
ing an employe of the railroad he
is treated at the institution on West
Broadway only until he recovers inef-
ficiently to be taken to the city hos-
pital.
Taken To Hospital.
Mks. Cavet, of 710 South Thir-
teenth street. eves yesterday removed
in an ambulance to Riverside hos-
pital, she being quite ill.
DEATH SUMMONS
JOS. T. DAVIDSON.
Grand Tyler of Kentucky Masons
Succumbs After Year's Chalks.
June 22.—Joseph' T.
Davidson, aged seventy-two years.
Grand Tyler of the Grand Lodge of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
=lea licts_of._ 
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices—our prices special for May--Silver
plated work at% price in knives forks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
313 Brosdway.Guthries Old Stand.
GUY NANCE,
Manager.
I••
M. NANCE
Zatlialmw
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE A MBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH TH D STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOME 699.
NEW PHONE 334. PAnUCAH, KY.
•14.44i•aliika.
PADUCAH DERTAKING Co.,
UNDERTAS 4S AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES
NO. Ho
203-205 S. THIRD ST.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SIIOW::.. 1.1:r;iST VALUES IN WALLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER ktieEte o itlektiteD.
--- --IT -WILL PAY YOU TO- SEE THE-BAROAINS-WE • HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
4 ,
===========s
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 10 cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
inittltittiti3===ttienttli3===m
C. C. Leo. 315 Boy.
J E. COULSON
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 306 Broadway Phases:Mica 385—Itesidaso•1696
 API
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
IVIDUCAH REAL, ESTA'. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM I. SASS
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. imam
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
fr.DG RW. WRITTIEMOR.C.. ivesouw•h- Mow
Abram L. 
 
Well de Co
FIRE -INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, Residence Phone 720,
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE sas
Mattil, Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH,. KY
ThE REQIS ('ER
:AMES E. WILHELM.. President
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
PUBLISHEii ay THE
REGISTER rit-NIMPAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
4Ia Register tiugalling, 523 Broadway.
Bantered at the peatoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., aa second-class mail matter.
One Year 
Rix Months  2.50
Three Months   1.25
One Week 
 
 is
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Saturday Morning, June 23; 1e06.
Failure of the Ft. Wayne Gas Co.
The gas company at Fort Wayne,
Ind, has gone into the hand, of a
receiver because of default in the
payment of $6o,000 interest on $2,-
000,000 of bonds. A. Fort Wayne
has a population of only 45.000 peo-
ple, every sensitsk person knows
that itO 'such sum as $2.000,000 was
put into a gas plant for that city,
and 'we &rube if the plant cost over
$20o,000 or one-tenth of the amount
for which it is bonded. This is a
fair illustration of the methbde of
private ownership of public utilities.
The stock is watered and bonds is-
sued for from five to ten times the
value of the plant and the consumers
are expeoted to pay divid'en'ds on the
stock and interest on the bonds.
Wben corporations engaged in such
business methods tell the public
through their organs that municipal
ownership is not good for the people,
they are simply lying, and a man is
a fool to believe any such statements.
They bowl about the danger of poli-
tics. When if leviery public officer
\, arm a thief they could not steal as
,fturch from the people as the cor-
iporations with a monopoly are en-
ibled to squeeze out of the people
4.t y high rates.
I The very fact that a company own-
ei
ri a franchise for a public utility in
devitY of es000 inhabitants, is en-
:2d to sell $2,000,000 of bonds on
the plant should convince every one
tail* it is the privitege given by the
city that is of itch plat value, and
if the city will not retain the privilege
then it should get thousands of dol-
lars for every grant. or a percent-
age of the grose'reeeigits. Talking
about politics, iti a city like Fort
Wayne a corpotagbn can afford to
spend $to,000 at every election Fe)
elect its took and get what it watts,
for with a monopoly it can turn right
around and squeeze $trat000 a year
more out of the people.
Our readers will not find any ac-
count of the Fort Wayne gas com-
pany's failure in tbe corporation
papers, but if a municipal plant that
is giving cheap rates to the people
and free 'service to the city happens
to show a deficit of a few dollars in
a year, those sheets point to it as
an instance of the leiltsre of munici-
pal ownership. Eviry plant owned
by a city gives chetti tetes, and free
poblk service, and for .every rifle
faitire of a municipal plant, we will
show twenty-five failures of private
ownerehip notwithstanding the priv-
ate concerns 'charge high rates to
both private coneumere and the city
as well.
A whole sale liquor firm has as-
signed at Lexington and the failure
is attributed' to the Sunday closing.
All of which goes to prove that many
whiekly concern can only live by
being permitted to violate the law. It
also prove that lees liquor -is con-
sumed by requiring the dealers to
obey the law. The Lexington
banks are the chief creditors of the
company !that failed.
Nashville is haring its telephone
troubk. It has been enjoined from
inte.rieritig with the business Of the
crimps+ and many complaints are
coming in aboot the manner in which
the company is digging up the streets
and planting its poles. An initinc-
tion is hut a temporary affair and
when it is set aside then comes the
trouble for the other fellow.
Will 'the little coterie of knoekiers
and newspapers please tell the public
where to find a city of like sire that
is dewier than Padecah?
Ve
Whil
and tit
tilate the School Rooms.
the vacaltion season is on
school buildingst are to un-
dergo th necessary repairs and re-
furnishing it is a good time to take
up the question of ventilating the,
lrnol rooms-
' Taking the school buildiugs as a
whole, those in Paducah are sadly
deficient in this .respect, no provisions
for ventilatien except .that of open-
ing the windows. This will, perhaps,
do in waren weather but not in cold
or wet weather, for the pupils loeatea
near the windows suffer from the
cold or dampness. In every room in
'the schools there should at least be
two good( sized ventilators in the
ceiling with air shafts leading from
them to the roof through which will
pass the vitiated and impure air
created by the breathing of so many
children in a room. Letting fresh air
into a room is good as far as it goes
but-getting -the -foul air is
better and this can only be done by
openigg-s in the ceilings, the air com-
ing in from the windows and doors
forcing it out through the ceiling and
thereby insuring a current of air.
In the construction of schools and
churches very little attention stems
to be paid to the ventilation and the
te'mperait are maintained in them.
When crowded in the slimmer. it is
too hot, and in the winter it is too
cold, and with poor ventilation at all
times which is a menace to persons
will), weak lungs. At todhe difference
between rooms and offices without cell
ing ventilator., and with ventilators,
it is a fact that that in those without
them it is necessary to have electric
Fans in the summer to make them
comiortable, and with ventilators in
the ceiling the electric fans arc aban-
doned.
In looking after the education of
the children, 'the authorities should
not neglect the question of health.
With pleasant and comfortable
rooms, a pupil will make better pro-
gress in the studies, and the best in-
vestment the school board can make
is in ventilation and sanitation.
Magistrate Hoffman's Crusade.
(Louisville Post.)
Clothed with a little brief authority,
elagistrate Hoffman declared his pur-
pose to arrest druggists; choir singers
and all others who by the most
strained interpretation could be sup-
posed to do on Sunday work not of
necessity or charity.
Twenty-five years ago that meth-
od of making obnoxious to the pub-
lic a law intended to secure peace,
order and quiet on the Sabbath day
was tried by the mayor and met with
temporary success. 
.
But it never met with approval
from any quarter. Times, moreover
have changed, and the public is not
tolerant of public officers who seek
to bring the law into disrepute.
Works unknown in one period are
by the habits of a community neces-
sary in the next. The carrying of
the mail is necessa.ry now, though it
is a modern convenience. Transpor-
tation is so essential to modern life
that it may not under any excuse be
interfered with. Preaching and the
service of song are essential to the
proper observance of the Sabbate
yet men like 'Squire Hoffman insio
that any service for which money ;-•
paid is unnecessary and therefore
forbidden.
The mere statement of Magistrate
lioffman'e position shows it to be
untenable. Brought to the gover-
nor's attention, if fails to receive
his approval. and it can be said that
the course of the magistrate will be
el-reeled hy the esethor'tee of t'-^ gov-
ernor to remit fines and penalties.
In the present eleipand for she en-
forcement of the law agejneeethe sale
of liquor on Sunday there is. nothing
unecaeonable or extreme. , The pro-
visions are plain, and the highest
court has sustained them. All that
remains is to enforce them. Efforts
to evade them will fail. 'Efforts by
putting, to other statutes an extreme
interpretation to discredit this.
movement, will fail. We are to have
comin,on sense applied to the con-
'dint of public affair,.
tone magnates were smart enough
to avoid getting deeper in the hole.
Ordinarily we would take for grant-
ed that men of their caliber would
look farts squarely in the face.
Instead we find them, in spite of
overwhelming evidence, tryiiqe to
discredit President Roosevelt. They
send hired agents to .Washington;
they subsidize nen-spacers; they try
to influence press associations; they
send "whitewashing" conemitt ees
from other commercial bodies to the
stock yards.
What for? Merely to melee Presi-
dent Roosevelt a pcevaricatorein the
eyes of the American people.
- The meat- 'packers are devoid of
breadth of view. They do not rea-
lize, apparently, how futile are these
efforts to stay the hands of relent-
less exposure.
They forget in the language of
Paul, that "a cloud of witnesses" has
buttressed. and made adamant their
official indictment by the president
of the United States.
They weakly imagine that the de-
nials of salaried agents at Washing-
ton have effect on the public mind.
They look to large, glaring paid ad-
vertisements to turn the drift of pub-
lic opinion. They foolishly suppose
that civic "whitewashing" commit-
tees, bent on saving commerce at all
costs, will have any weight with the
discrirrinating
And wihile the meat packers were
making these desperate efforts to
change public opinion they were us-
ing tons of fresh calcimine, spending
thousands of dollars in new sanitary
measures, and giving the stock,yards
such a superficial scrubbing as it
never had before!
How foolish to suppose that the
cleansing of outer dirt, or the lavish
use of fresh paint. can .hide from the
American people or th*, world :he
real conditions in the sericago stock
yards!
The murderer of Macbeth cried
out, without ceasing( "Will these
hands never be dean?" The Main
that rests upon the Meat packers--
three thousand graves of American
soldiers, form a part of it—cannot be
wiped out by a few coats of fresh
paint
The packers do not seem to real-
ize that public opinion in America.
in Europe, and ar..und the werld has
been influenced by facts. published
by authority of the president of the
United States. 
• e,•,•te
These exposnres were aOt.asxae at
iramlombut on!:, r.fter carefurpo'In-
staking investigatione y agents
of the goverment It is
reasonable to believe that they were
made reluctantly, for several reasons.
Nothing but stern duty would
cause any president to make public a
condition of conwnercial dishonor
that when known would inevitably
cause millions of dollars' loss to var-
ious interests. Duty alone, we may
be sere, coleld compel a stroke so
blasting to members of the presi-
deist's own 'political hcessehold.
Instead of manfully acknoirkdg-
ing their wrong, and proceeding to
make such sweeping reforms in their
methods as would restore public con-
fidence, we fin,!! the packers trying
to stem the tide of public censure en
the same way that the old Saxon
king tried 'to sweep back the Atlantic
with a broom.
Their highest sense of honor and
justice begins and ends. apparently
in the "saving" of their trade. All
their appeals for lenience of jurbt-
rnwnt are conoted with the "appall-
ing" toes of foreign trade. They
even plead for immunity' from criti-
c-ion heeince she horny-handed
stock raisers may suffer.
These packers have nee yet shown
that they grasp their true relations
to the public of America and the
world, a; purveyors of meat pro-
duct.. They chow no conception ef
the troth that who absohrte purity of
foodstuffs, in which they deal, is one
of the highest concerns of govern-
ment.
Newspapers and Railroad Passes.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
Certain keen and unfoolable per-
sons continue to write to the news-
papers inquiring whether those pub-
lications will refuse fret railroad
passes when the rebate bill goes into
effect. The only fault with this
p:ece of would-be sarcasm lies in the
fact that the newspapers do not get
tree passes and have not done so for
years. Newspaper transportation is
paid for at the regular rates. This
fact that it is sometimes paid for
in advertising does not render the
transaction one of charity or favor.
Enjoying a Lonesome Time.
. • (Atchison, Kan., Globe.)
%Milieu a man sends his wife and
children away on a trip he sets on
the porch alone 'in the evening and
wonders where is _the devilish good
time men are supposed to have when
their wives are out of town.
Scarcity of Hickory Wood.
(Baltimore Herald.)
Week-icy, Øs ee, reset ehe
valuable of our native woodsVe
became no scarce that eniany sisti-
tut'eus have of necessity been *fund
for it. The wonderful increase
the demand for fitsggies and cerri-
ages of the finer class had much to
do with the virtual eichanstioh of the
great American hickory forest.
England. Germany. China, Australia.
South Africa and the South Aerteri
can countries made strong reqiii
fetid* on the American supply.
Year, afro the sepply of this fine
wood north of the Ohio riven had
been exhatnited. Despite substitutes
and changed condlitione2nhickory re-
mains one of the most Valuable of
American woods.
They are PatilaPrys.
(Milford Teletepsm.)
The people who 'make -such e howl
about the peek-a-boo %Mist wouVp'l
gee so touch if they would thrtig
their own business.
Fatuous Blunders by the Meat Pack- No BItie Laws for Kac-t• ucky.
(Chicago Examiner.) The very worst enemy of the se- CITY CLEers. (Louisville Herald.)
_
The course pursued by the meatiloon is he who strives to precipitate
packers, in trying to ward off, the ef- ,one issue between, the masses of
fects of exposure, is the course best Kentucky and the liquor interests.I
gifitted to attain the opposite effect. mastrate Hoffman generously de•
It is precisely the course that in- dares that he will bring before his
flames public sentiment rather than 'court every person again.st whom eve
allays fear or restores. public conli- den.ce can be secured who violates
<knee. Section 1321 of the 'Kentucky statutes,
One would imagine that the beef tNe cause for fright at that announce-
meat, nor at the following: "I shall
issue a warrant against every one,
prosided some one will come forward
and make the proper affidavit.".. Mr.
Hoffman grows specific. lie would
close drug stores; put the lid even on
choir :lofts and pulpits; Sunday bands
at the parks are to be barred out;
the Sunday newspaper eliminased at
the call of any freshly coined Sabba-
tarian.
With all due respect for Magistrate
Hoffman, we need hardly remind our
readers that he is not all Kentucky.
The Hon. John ,McCann reached out
too far for a short-arm-ed man and
put 'hi* ineny bone out of joint. Mag.
i&tra..te Hoffman is evidently desirous,
also, of a bout with the coast of ap-
peals. A care let him have for his
elbow joint. But 'the spirit that de-
nies the sick child its milk supply for
Sunday; refuses the poor man with-
out means to keep his food at home,
save from meal to meal, access to
the grocer's ice chest on Sunday
morning; prohibits the summer girl
from sipping her ice cream soda on
'the Lord's day; puts preacher out of
pulpit and singer out of choir on the
day of prayer, eong and preaching, is
a dangerous ally, even for the liquor
men, to tie up with. If they want
prohibition voted for in overwhelming
majority by this rate, they will give
that spirit full and free rein.
Kenticky sentiment on Sunday ob-
servance is well set forth by the re-
port of the Scott county grand jury
to that eminent jurist, the Hon. R. L.
Stout, judge of the Fourteenth circuit
district: To Judge Stout the grand
jury of Scott declared:
"We have found that those who in-
dulge in the violation of the law
against selling liquor on, Sunday ac-
tually make demand that the milk, the
meat and the ice merchant also be
compelled to make no deliveries of
those necessaries ins Sunday. Their
reason is plain. By such opereseion
and its consequent discomfort they
hope to create a sentiment against
the enforcement of the law against
selling liquor on Siunday. It matters
not to them how many poor people
there be who cannot buy bosh meat
and ice; it matters not to them how
many sick babies or feeble old people
there are who require fresh milk night
and morning. Their creed is, 'Let
the meet berme pinted, jet the milk
soar, if it creates a senaiment that
will Mamie is to sell whigty on Sun-
(!.ay.'
Those same democratic grand jur-
ors, addressing an honorable demo-
cratic judge, further declare:
"Officers of she law who I -nd them-
selves to any suchh unrighteous pur-
pose are unworthy of the places they
pretend to Jill. Wor45'of mecessity,
which contribute to the cornier avid
well-being of or people, like those
above indicated, are not unlewful, and
our people shotild know it, so as not
to be deceived should any officer of
the law, that he may have the politi-
cal inflence of the hie 
-breaking,
whieky-selling class, atterret so to
misconstrue or misapply t‘le. Sunday
laws."
Now we shall see what shall ere
in Jefferson. The Ifera:•:. neither
prophet nor son of a pr. erhet,
I fere: to remark that Kee:inky will
eeep its churches wide opeu, its choirs
a singing, its preachers a preaching,}it; Sunday newspapers a teaching,
;and will deny neither sick 'nor poor
i the benfit of mikmaree wagon or gm-
leer's ice ceest to plea: some icon°-.
ciastie saborrist or indigoed Pharisee.
Discouraging Train Robbers.
• (lleltintore News.)
The only instance of holdup of a
railway train in Canada resultell
the arrest and conviction of dire
men, who were sentenced to life awl
twenty-five-year terms in the pole-
temtiary. Of course, they want eo
take an appeal, but that is not a mat-
ter of right in Canada, and they are
complaining at this denial of the
ordinary privilege; which criminals
enjoy in this country. They should
1st.. 
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their industry in Canada.
„One Good Deed Remembered.
(Somerville Journal )
Onething can be said for the in-
sturance companies under the old. ex-
travagant management. They gave
away good blotters.
COLORED LODGE.
Order of Eastern Star Will Be In-
stituted Here Next Week.
The colored people of the city are
• preparing for the inetitnition of the
,Eastern Sear lodge here next week.
The order will be installed next Wed-
st
resday evening at the Colored Odd
Fellows hall on Seventh and Adams
street. at which time the lodge goes
inip existence with 35 members. The
itortitution will be conducted by J. C.
).ewis, the royal grand patron of
/IIIIInois who will be here for the
. ,
occasion.
"(To
TAKE VACATION
MR. BAILEY GOES TO DAWSON
NEXT MONDAY TO REMAIN
A WHILE.
ON•11111•11M•11•MMMIllk
Mayor Yeiser WI Today Sign the
Ordinance Exempting Indus-
tries from License Tax.
City Clerk Henry Bailey will leave
next Monday for a severai weeks'
sojourn at Dawson Springs on ac-
count of his bad health. He has not
yet selected the deputy to have
charge of his office while gone.
Clerk Bailey 'has been confined
very close to his office for the past
ylear and often Since the first of
_tise year. fuss been. confined at some
for several days at a tienie wifh ill-
ness. He would get up and try to
continue at his duties, but, his, con-I
dition has reached emit a stage that
the physicians have advised him to
take a much needed rest, and he is
now preparing to do so.
Exemption From Taxes.
Yesterday Clerk Bailey placed in
the hands of Mlay,or Yeiser for the
latter's signature, the ordinance giv-
en final adoption Thursday night by
the aldermen, and which bill provides
that new factories and industries
starting up here shall he exempted
frani taxes for a period of five years
The mayor will sign the document
today and have it published The ob-
ject of the measure is to induce in
this manner the location here of out-
side capital .
President Returned.
President Oscar Starks of the al-
dermanic board returned yesterday
from Buffalo, Mbntreal and other
places where he has been for several
weekta sojotwning with a party, ac-
companied by his wife. Alderman
Harry Hank was in the crowd but
will mot return until the first of next
week.
TUCKER BOY RIVEN LECTURE
(Continued From kirSt Page.,
vert into cash this portion of the
stocia
To Reopen Harris Case.
'Referee Bagby htis notified the at-
torneys in the Will Harris and com-
pany bankruptcy case, from Murray,
that the federal judge has Icte it to
the discretion of the local referee
as to wletber there shall be reopened
this litigation which has once been
closed by Judge Bagby. The latter
directed the attorneys to set what-
ever date as was convenient for them
to appear before him and offer their
reasons for wanting the matter re-
opened, and after hearing what they
may have to say. he wil decide The
question Ile has not yet been noti-
fied what date the lawyers. will 'elect.
Preparing For Term.
The deputy sheriffs is ill today
finish the work of gum/stoning all thejurors', witnesses and piiricipale need-
ed during the special term of eriminel
court that iodate 'Reed convenes next
Monday and which will probably ex-
tend into the folowing week.
Adjudged Insane.
Yesterday morning, in Itiegelright
foot's court, William Arley was ad- We handle all theindeed insane and will be taken to est articles with
the Hopkineville asylum ae soon as
after eine 
and make repairs
some one from that institution comes satifactory.
•Aelay is the well known railroader,
,i4wi in a difficillty at the shoes tell
sears ago, was struck on the head
with a hammer. 04 late he has been
connected with local ice arms, and a
week or two ace pulled nut by the
roots an ingrowing toe nail that pro-
duced blood poiseinitne which necessi-
feted renipteation of his toe. Ilk ill
l•••1Itfi finally undermined' his reason
NOT ATTRACTING
ATTENTION NOW
fJohn D. Rockefeller Can go About
Without a Crowd Following.
Compiegne, June 21—The mild cx-
itemnent caused by  the arrival of 
John D. itockefeeter is now abated
and he 'stems pleased at finding a
place where he can go about without
attracting any attention whatever.
The spectacle of a rich American is
so commonplace on this. side of the
Atlantic that one richer than the rest
ineang nothing to the French.
Mr. Rockefeller visits the shops.
buys trintlart, and sends off postal
cards like the most ordinary "trip-
per," gets scolded by the fishwives
for humping against their baskets
and smiles cordially at the cabbies'
profane abuse when he gets in the
way of cabs carrying Um/theta te visit
the chateau. With the few newspa-
per men who are following trim he
has made a enhipact that he will in-
form them of his movements on 'con-
dition, thalt rnIetgfi in.R TiytoC
dition that they shall not "embroid-
er." ther Mork!, or , give. lurid' tie-
comic of his adventure,. • About
hole affairs he refuses, to say a
word.
J
RLI6HILD 
They fit r:glit—They feel right.
?fickle frames
Eye Masses
Sr.00
Gold filled 
Solid Gold 
Eyes Tested Free by Gradu-
ate Optician.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
esa Broadway.
Auction
Sales
Daily
2:30 AND 7:30 P. U.BARGAINS FOR EVERBODYWE WANT THE CASH.
Warren & Warren.
JEWELERS.
403 Broadway.
for the sweet girl graduate and fo
all occasior.a watches, rings, lockets,
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set collar pins, also silver novelties
of all descriptiont.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY,
finest and daint-
the
;hat
utmost care,
are absolutely,
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.'.
PHONE 722-a•
EXCURSION RATES
—ON THE RIVER
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00t
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
iberth included.
I ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, partyof five or over $1.5o each, without
• weals; $2.00 with meals.
I Good music on all the boats. For
fatter particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
or GIVEN . FOWLER, City Pass.
I Agent Phone aa.
I PABST BLUE RIBBON
, BOTTLE BEER
Nom
Palmer Howe Bar.
C. 'A . Lagoaraniso.
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REPORT LIMB' WASH!). of the c:ndition of 
first National 
r 
ank WITH [UNA -at Paducah, in the State of
Kentucky, at the close of
business, hue 18, 1906,
RESOURCE'S. -
Loans and. discounts .... $505,528.07Orerdeafts. securte and
einem u red
U. S. Bonds to secure cir-
cirla.tion 
 
Premium on U. 'S. Bonds
Bondo, securities, etc. ...
Due from. National banks
(not reserve agents,,.
Due from state ba k s . an d
Bankers
Due {TOM,
serve
Checks
items
Notes of
hanks 
 
Fractional paper cur-
rency, nickels and cents
Lawful money reserve in
bank, viz:
Specie 
 
 $21,3so.00
Legal tender
reeks 7,000.00
Redemption. fund with. U.
treasurer (5 per cent
or circulation 
approved
agents 
 
and other cash
re-
other national
5,276.10
65,000.00
1,259.37
15,000.00
37.976.5e
15.02
9g,067.51
9,925.54
8,750.00
41346
28,350.00
3,250.00
Total 
 
 
 $778,811.62
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in .... $too,000.00Surplus fund 
 100,000.00Undivided profits, lese
expenses and taxes
peed 
National bank notes out-
standing
Due to other national
banks
Due to state banks and
batikees
.....
Individual deposits sub-ject to check 
Demand certificates of
deposit .... 
 
Time certificates of de-
Kent 
 
Reserved for taxes 
 
39-15447
64-400.00
3.339-20
327.15
346440.97
2,500.00
112,640.83
10,000.00
Total . . . . . . V78•8I 1 -62State of Kentucky, •Oristiftity of 'Mc-
Cracken, se:
T. T. A. Baker. cashier of the
above
-named bank. do'slielionly swear
that the above statement is true to
the hest of 'my knowledge and be-lief
T. A. BAKER, Cashier.
Stibecribed and sworn to before
me this 22nd day of June 1906.
DOW WTICOX, Notary Public.
Mly commission evokes fan. 14,
rdn6.
Correct—Attest:
TAC()R WIFIT„
SAW S. LEVY.
ROBT. L. REEVPS
Obliged to Lie With Limbs Higher
Than Head — Suffered Untold
Agonies and Could Not Walk —
Doctor Sad It Was the Worst
Case he Eter Saw.
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
"I received your letter askine forinformatiog about using the CutieuraRemedies. I used them for eczema.
The doctor said it was the worst casehe ever saw. It was on bosh limbs,front the knees to the ankles. Wetried everything the doctors knew of,but the Cuticura Remedies did the
most good. I was obliged to lie with
my limbs higher than my head, for thepain was so terrible I could not walk.
I suffered untold agonies. One limb
wasted away a great deal smaller than
the other, there was so much dischargefrom it. I found the Cuticura Rem-
edies very soothing, and I still keep themin the house. I am very thankful to
say that I am cured, and you can pub-lish this statement if you wish. I found
the Cuticura Remedies all that you saythey are, I hope that you may be
=many years to make the Cutoutsism for the benefit of persons suf-fering from the torture of skin diseases,
such to I had. I remain yours re-
r2adfually, Mrs. Golding, Box 8, Ayr., June 0, 1905."
CURED OF CHAPPED HANDS
"I have used the Cuticura Soav)efeo:
chapped hands, which I had
troubled with for about three years. I
suffered intense pain and itching. I
used nearly two cakes of the CuticursSoap, and my hands were completely
cured and have never troubled me
since. I also took the Cuticura Resol-
vent for the blood at the same time.
I can recommend the Cuticura Rem-
edies to others suffering the same.
Chas. Young, Plattsville, Ontario, Can-
ada, Sept. 29, 1805."
estopio• it.teroa1 God Intormal tor 'wiryHi... from timptat toet OW WI) 118..,
n. form of Chocolate CasSrdgetsay be had ot all draggista A
TeMa. Druz & Chem. Corp., Solcrtaza
ler *Wad FM% 11.0 to Can 
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COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Robbed of About Everything They.
Possessed in Clothing and
Money Line.
• 11
Yesterday F. C. Muller, Gresham'
Sackett and B. H. Long, of Louis-
ville, kft for home after a trying ex-
perience out of LaFayefte,
where they attended college. Tiny
started on a river trip in a cameo
and floated here, about 400 miles
from LaFayette by water, The
reached here with hardly any clothes.
and no money, having been robbed
by tramps while they slept upon the
river bank en route. They wired for .
money while here, and receiving it,.
they abandoned their canoe, and pro-
ceeded to Louisvilk.
FOR SUMMER READING SEE THE DESIRABLi  LINE OF
50c COPYRIfin WOKS -
Harbour's Book Department.These books formerly sold at $1.50. Better purchase now, aseditions are limited.
Call of the Wile,
Alice of 011d Vincennes,
The Pit,
Thrall of Leif the Lucky,
Janice Meredith,
And a hundred others
The Leopard's Spots.
Helm t of Navarre,
Man on the Box,
Gratista rk,
Vergillius.
just as good 7-it the so cent price.
the
__ •
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKER'S
Prices Reasonable.
48
224 Broadway PADUCAH, KY.
e-s-:':utstrmsttatt==tttuttntflosunatmattsuntuvrttia
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor,
5 Horse Power Motor.
51/4
 Horse Power Motor.
z 8 Horse Power Motor.
1 to Horse Power Motor.
200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
fIT
AN, HA! ANOTHER WRONG ONE
DISMISSEDSICK INDIANS ARE AGAIN DO-
ING BUISNESS AT OLD
STAND.
Tadpoles Continue Losing Streak
By Shut Out and Vincennes
Captures Double Headier.
How They Stand.
W. L. Per.
Cairo 
 
29 20 .592
Vincennes 
 27 20 .574
Jicksonville 
 
25 aa .532
Danville 
 
24 25 490
Plitducali 
 
22 27 .451
Mattoon 
 17 29 .370
_
Schedule For Today.
Paducah at Jaceisonville.
Cairo at Danville.
Vincennes at Mattoon.
Danvile 311, June 22.—Tit In-
dians played brilliant ball today and
on easily from the Vets. Groh's
stick work and Tadlocids pitching
were the features of
Paducah 
Danville 
the game: -
Rita
 
 37!
Baiteries—Ilsdlock
Fleming and Shaw
Vincennes Won D
Vincennes. Ind. Pane 22.—In the
double header today the home team
took both genies:
041
end I)Owning;
• *e
WWI..
RHS
Vincennes 
 
 
 5 124
Mattoon 
Bateries—Whitler. and dibilteson;
Berryhill and Schtstedlo
Second game
RUE
Vincennee 
 8 n I
• Mattoon 
Numerics—Whitley. Perdue and
Chenairlt and Matteson; lkrryhill
St-Mellen
Jacksonville,
Jacksonville. Ill .
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by the locals;
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June 22.— -A good
Attaday and won
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Cairo 
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Jacksonville 
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Betteries—Whigner and Searks:
Fox sad Belt Urrepire-7..inkin.
SUPERINTENDENT AILING AGAIN
(Continued from Page One.)
and this is a fearful exposure during
bad weather. The superintendent
wanted something done, to relieve the
situation, even if only a two ree5ni
seruoure was put on North 'Twelfth
as that woad help some, but the
trustees • could not see their way
through the idea of expending any
money in this regard, and as a result
all next winter the children from that
end of town will have to go through
ADOLPH' CLARK PROVED TO
BE PARTY WHO FIRED
GUN.
Will Canon Dismissed, While His
Wife Kate Was Fined 815 for
Fighting Him—Pcifice
Court.
Yesterday 'morning in the police
court Judge Sanders dismissed the
was-rant against Ross Thomas,
wherein he was charged with. firing
his revolver at Lottie Ladd, an in-
mate of Sue Eggleston's resort on
West Come) street. The judge then
fined Adolph Clark $io and costs, it
developing that .he was the one who
()id the shooting.
, George Smith was fined $5 and
costs for disorderly conduct.
W$1l Canon was dismissed and his
wife Katie Canon fined $t5 for fight-
the husband. They are colored.
Until*Mionday was there continued
the warrant+ charging Bill 'Conover
with a breach of the peace.
Fred Mlartin and William Smith
were given a cominuence until next
Monday of the breach of the peace
charge against them.
'Edward Elliott was given a con-
tinuance until today of the cast
charging him with us;ng profane and
abusive language towards Officer
Thad Terrell.
Charles Prince, colored, was fined
$2o and costs for cheating Charles
INtrizao, colored, out of $2 10 a for-
tune telling racket.
Lotria, 'Ronda, colored, was given a
postponement until next Monday
morning of the warrant charging
him with selling liquor last Sunday
without a license.
JOHN D. DOESN'T
LIKE ROOSEVELT.
Refuses to Justify the President's
Popallarity When Questionad \*•:,
in Paris.
NOMINATION
OF OFFICERS
RED MEN LAST EVENING SE-
LECT THOSE TO.
BALLOTED FOR.
The Paducah Odd Fellows Go Down
to Metropolis Tomorrow to Par-
ticipate in Memorial Exercises.
Last evening the Red Men nomi-
nated the following officers for the
respective positions, that will be
filled next Friday evening, for the
;Boeing six months; Clarence B.
Householder, sachem; Robert B.
Richardson, senior sagamov; Henry
Lehnhard, junior eagamore; F.
Lugene Graves, prophet; Henry
Weemer, trustee; Dr. W. J. Bass, Dr.
David T. Stuart and Dr. W. C.
Eubanks,. medicine matt; John Hock,
property man.
After the new officers are elected,
the sachem selects the large number
of appointive officers who serve with
thm during the term.
Metropolis Odd Fellows,
The Odd Fellows of Metropolis,
will hold their annual memorial ser-
vice at the cemetery there, and the
l'aducah breth.rea go down ,on the
steamer Dick Fowler to participate in
the ceremonies. The boat leaves
here with the local delegation at one
o'clock tomorrow afternoon, and re-
turns at 6 o'clock. All others who
care to go down can do so by pay•
ing the fare.
The following program will be ob-
served during the exercises;
Invocation by T. S. Stone.
Opening Ode—Rebekahs and Odd
Fellows.
Roll of Honored Dead—H. R.
Smith.
Song—Male Quartette.
Memorial Address—Hon. L. K.
Taylor.
Song—Male Quartette.
Adckess—W. A Spence.
Cleoing Ode—Rebekahs and Odl
Fellows.
Benedict ion.
The master of ceremonies will be
A. J. Gibbons, and expectations are
that quite a crowd will go down from
here as a large number from there
came up here last Sunday and partici-
pated in the Paducah ceremonies,
,A11144•1 at
given these instructions every morn-
ig at the grounds, and elie little ones
'have flocked out by the bundeeds
and been taught healeby and benefici-
al exercise*, If a class large moue.*is gotten up for him. 'he will possibly
remain over.
The following is today's program.,
and At the concert .hoityr this evening,
Miss Hemenway again appears:
Saturday, June 23.
8:3o—Children's Athletics, Prof. U.
9:3o--Health 
FHlettaclhther. Lecture,
Prof. U. G.
Fletcher.
10e30—Jaunts To the Haunts IA Brit-
ish Poets, "Brentwood and Rusk-
in," James H. Shaw. 
_
2 :oo--Lecturee "A Man Among
•Mka," Dr. L. G. Herbert.
4 too—Lee t tree-Rev i ta 1 , "The Tern-
pest, " Miss Hemetrway.
7-.3o—CiSticert—(Miss Hemenway by
request). t
8:oleo-Entertainment, ROSIS Crane,
cartoonist.
Rev. 
Father Nagle.
The ilendeson, Ky., Gleaner yes-
terday said as follows regarding the
speech of Rev. Father Nagle, who
Wiedneeday night lectured at the
chautauqua there, and who comes
here to speak tcrmorrow at 2 o'clock
at the Paducah Chautauqua grounds:'
Nearly fifteen hundred people
beard Father G. T. Nagle's lecture
on "A Century of American Diplo-
macy" at the chautatequa last night.
The Lady Whehing-tcm quartet open-
ed the program with several sweet
songs well rendered, and the audience
was well pleased with that feature of
the evening's entertainment.
Father Nagle, in a most elreetens
manner, told the story of American
Diplomacy from the time Benjamin
Franklin 'knocked at the doors of the
courts of Europe and made terms
with France, the first country that
recognized the rights o fthe thirteen
colonies that were then struggling
for liberty. thereby winning the
greatest victory of the. kind known to
modern times, to the present day.
Though tue story is known to ev-I
ery school boy when a man like
Father Nagle tells it, there is noth-
ing that will stir the hearts of the
people any quicker. The large crowd
cheered the speaker very heartily
many time,.
The lecture was one of the various
good features of the ten days' pro-
grafi/.
STATE COURT UPHOLDS CITY
Decides Refusal to Permit Saloon
Near School Is LegaL
Springfield, Ill., June 22. —Th.-
supreme court of Illinois yesterday
adjourned after handing down a num-
ber of opinions. The most import-
ant decision was the one given in the
.suit' ofkienry Raben against former
Carer is very popnler." suggested Mx. _ Tomorrow. itif 44 .leT Harrison of ChicagotiOicipal authorities toHermarm.
"He had an immense majority and compertitem to license a saloon near
seemed popular wall the people," re- (Continued From First Page.1 
Lynian Trumbull school in Chicago.
thie case the court holds thatplied the oil Ring. shortly.
"Is his poprilarity justified?" in-
sisted Mr. Hermann. 
I .
"You will have to aek she coowith what they have always exper respondent here. who 'knows him bet-ienced in ter than 1." replied Mr. Rockefeller.
past.
Beneficial Course.
A letter from Prof. Payne statr!
all the Paducah teachers at the Chi
cago university. are enjoying the
summer coursse which will keep them
there •weil August, when all return
here to pare for resumption of
- • schools the second Monday in
September. Ths professor said all
were dellighted with the surround-
ings, enjoying good health, and
is spending their time most profitably.
Nearly all from here are right in the
*same neighborhood, therefore they
from quite a little "colony."
TELLS OF PLANS TO
MURDER ROOSEVELT
Anarchists In Oregon Tried to Raise
Funds For Assassination.
Portland. Ore.. June 22. —During
the trial of six Poles, charged with
assault and batty eon Walter Sea-
leatkiwicz in the municipal court to-
day, Sealaszkiwicz tesgSed that *bolt
a month ago a plot was laid in thit
city and an attempt was made to
raise fonds to send a member of hiz
ton to assassinate President loose-
vdt.
He !rated that . the plan kll
throngh. — The defendants today
vehemently declared that Seal4skie*e,
was himself an anarchist.
T1te documents and pamphlets
seized by the secret service inspectors
kave been forwarded to Washington.
LiQtrog itoutan
_—
Claims That "Lid" at Lexington PI
Cause of Failure.
Lexington June 22.—The J
Smith company, wholesale liquor
dealers, at Vine sad Limestone
streets, made a general aseigmrient
yesterday evening of all prooerty for
the benefit of eheir creditors, D.
Gray Falconer was named as as-
signee. The asset* and liabilitiet are
eetiiInated at &boat $5o.000 each.71;ge
grc+er part of the debt is to leex•
iny on bank's. ft is stated tilat the
bt.liness had been cunning at a- antra
profit and the closing of thn iiddts, a. priviltge denied to stail-,had changed the profit into kiss. •; roast. -
Paris, Jame 22.—john D.7.1.O.f.ke-
felier does not like President Theo-
dore Roosevelt. His dislike creeps
out despite all his efforts to cow
ceal it. eroo
"Will your president have a third
term?" Mr. Hermann of Paris aeked
him today.
"He says he doesn't want it," Mr
fitockefeller replied.
taking np a newspaper.
There is nothing 'cry renitirkible
in this, but the tone, the manner, 'the
rash of the eyes spoke volumes. He
broke his rules and abandoned his
clistomary rap this niter:loon to re •
ctive David T. Watson, a lawyer of
Pitersburg, Pa.
Mr. Watson dragged Ms. Rockefel-
1,r off in the hot sun to visit the
ruins of the tower where Joan d'Are
was imprisoned. The iiil king is
deeply interested in the religious
',bases of rhe story. lie and Mr.
Watson are old friends, but have not
met in six years.
' Mr.. Watson is a great man," Mr.
Rockefeller said. "We had a delight-
ful visit. No business was discussed.
Ile is one of a few of the old group
of us left. Of forty, only about five
remain."
In this connection Dr. Biggar says
Mr. Rockefeller ought to live to be
a hundred years of age. Mr. Rocke-
feller definitely stated yesterday that
he will return to New York on the
steamship Amerika, sailing on
July eci
ASSIGNS.
AGREE ON TERMS
-C41:- X44E—RAT&
wession
-• • F
Sleeping Car Amendment Remains;
Pipe Lines Are Declared
Common Cardin, '
Washington, D. C., June 22.—The
senate and house conferee on the
railroad rate hill met tonight ad
reacher a tentative agreement. To-
morrow morning a final meeting will
be held and it is expected that the re.
port will be submitted, as Senator
Tillman, who is in charge of the sen-
ate conference, desires to leave for
South Carolina tomorrow. evening.
The. sleeping car amendment in-
sisted upon by the house remains in
the bill and the Ptellman trust here-
after will keep iteelt within the inter-
state commerce scot.
The anti-pass amendment is made
to include only fed.ral officials and
tonployes and state and county
officers.
Pipe lines are declared to be elm-
4126424earriers, although they wiri he
ed to transport their own vino
Big Crowd Out
a refusal to permit a saloon to
of British Poets," combined with his 
rakes restricted by an ordinance the
remarks reference to "What He Saw 
ir:iayiir may use reesonable discretion
in the graatiog of saloon licenses andIn Europe for $mo." lecture'hawas very entertaining. Mr. Shaw be- •tt. 
cpen in the vicinity of a school is aing a good and effectual talker. 
I
reasonable exercise of such power.
Raben won his suit in the superior
court of Cook county and a writ of
mandamus to compel the mayor to
license the saloon was issued. The
appellate court affirmed the finding,
but the supreme court holds both the
lower courts in error and remands the
case with directions to dismiss the
petition. It is the first time the
Illinois court has passed upon the
question directly.
By special requek Miss Ilemcn-
way appeared last evening just be-
fore the "Rail-item" talk, and she was
encored to the echo for her charm-
ing renditions. Immediately follow-
big Professor Petty defivered his talk
which was in the main on "Radium
Armour Coming Home to
Fight President.
Washingtonjunt 20—J. Ogd s a
Armour ;s on the Atlantic ocean on
his way to America, and it is' said
that he will (Irganize the most gigan-
tic trust that has ever been dreamed
of to fight the republican administra-
tion's onslaught on the meat and rail-
toad monopolies of the conntry.
! 
Millions upon millions of dolla
are 
r-i
said to be at his command, and
heads of various organizations, i. is
!claimed, are onlly waiting for a
i leader to take up the fight against the
president.
1 "They may be too late," said
well known • ilitician tom
ey wi rd from if some one
does not put the brakes on."
of wirelesiVielegraphy and liquid air
for the benefit o Ithove who did not
hear hint the night 'before. It was
very interesting and beneficial. es-
pecially to those of a scientific turn.
All appreciated the work as it elbow-
ed what wonderful strides science is
making, but to the untrained ear end
mind along this line, it was hard to
(Tramp his etsbjeor. He left this morn-
ing At 3:45 o'clock for the Rooth to
appear at other places.
Dr. L. G. iferhert, another fine
leetneer will arrive this morning
from Dohlin. Ga., where he has been
at the chautatiqua there, and this
afternoon at 2 o'clock makOs his
only apocarroc here; he talks upon
"A Man Among Men."
The largest crowd 'since last Sun-
day was .1,4 ;-,qt night. tebenit 1.8,0o
People being present to witness* the
demonstrations* and hear Profeesor
Petty•Atefirev trig lecture.
Professor Fletcher has several
"reales . intervepinre before lEisi nett
appearance and the Paducali people
e trying to get liim to remain hererh,
1 
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric light-
ing plants.
I HOMY E. WALLACEQr
 at !olio two week's. inetruet
ei in children's athletics. He has ' Paducah, Ky.
‘1.
PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS.
Illateresting Tricks That Are Pere
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some interesting and amusing
"stunts" that may be performed with
• talking machine, graphophone or
phonograph are described. In addi-
tion to the machine Pays the
Sc-
Na, recorder and a few blank records
will be needed. The first trick. which
be names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
-as high as possible, and an announce-
ment recorded on a blank in a deep,
'loud voice. The machine should be
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and the speech or
monologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate die-
'tinctly. When the blank is full and
'reproducer may be substituted for the
•recorder, and the machine be brought
up again to high speed at which the
4announcement was made. When the
record is reproduced at this speed the
thy resalt will be the loud voice of
'the announcement, followed by a rap:1
Id, pa:ached-up little voice making the
-speech.
The second trick described is the
seproductiou of a whistling duet, in
- which both parts are rerformed by
-the same person. This is encted as
!follows:
"Put on a and Eller the speed
Is at about 160 revolutions whistle
.some popu:ar picce of which you
know the second part. When the
record is full set the recorder La.tt
,to the beginning again without stop-
ping the machine. When the record-
ing points gets to the commenc2meni
-of the pie' e the first part will soue I
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second.
which should be recorded not quite so
•loudly as the first.
-Several modifications of this ex-
periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but that need not be considered a
'drawback, as a spoiled record can be
.eastly cleaned with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth Is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
fad records may also be cleaned in thli
way, which fact suggests another
imusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, which
-are exact duplicates. One of these 111
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
If, the rest being, protected by e
-piece of writing paper wrapped around
a sad secured by an elastic band. On
blank space various remarks
uld be recorded, which should be
y wry different from those originally
,,ere. The good record is to be
ayed through first. While saying
r,
2.4 you will repeat it the second
ity Is quickly substituted in the me
%kiwis, and, of course, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'doc-
tored' portion is reached, however,
-a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting each in
.two, and putting on a half of one and
-a half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
-care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
In a reversed position, ani when made
-to run true will produce everythini
backward. A curious thing about
such records is tnat the voice one
hears in the proper direction is In-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
.1s, of course, unintelligible."
Truth About Noonshiners.
Novelists who have written about
wioonshiners have cast about them a
-glamor that is not real. We are led
to Infur from works of fiction, says the
AL Louis (eobe-Democrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to nay tax on it purely on principle.
lie does it to show that he has a free
and untrammeled soul, according to
the writers. And he is always possess-
eld of a pretty daughter. As a mataer
elf fact, the moonshiner makes whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue only
And his daughter is a "fright." The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
inargerine-maker is a nicer person than
the moonshiner; he Is not so averse to
water that he never takes a bath and
pa does not regard murder as a pas-
time. So we would isosamend him to
eur writers of •omance as a worthier
subject than his mounaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safer
and in time can be made a picturesque
tIgure.
-`‘''9711•711.1a1.7".. It AR •  
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JAPANESE WOMEN'S CODE.
Teachiliz
th 
Which Nave Become Part
e Practice in Every
Household.
The work et the Countess Oyams
and other Ja;artese women in organ.
lung the hospital service of Tokio and
the various societies for aiding the
Japanese army is distinguished for its
splendid spin. and its modern meth-
od. Anyone who has watched and
admired it, arra Youth's Companion,
will take up w::h amused wonder a re-
cent book—the translation of the pre-
eepts of a Ja; anese sage, which for
generations have been the foundation
of feminine tra:nlng in Japan.
The book Itself is not now much
used, but its teachings have become a
part of the practice of every Japanese
household.
-The worst infirmities that afflict
Ihe female," says the sage, Kaibara
Ekken, "are ir ocility, slander, jeal-
ousy and sillint sa. These infirmities
are found in s^ven or eight out of
every ten WOME and from them arise
the inferiority --men to men."
He boldly pi- s doctrine of the
-wife's obedient-a-ow—as- impregnahle
ground. "Such is the stupidity of
woman's character," he says, "that it
Is incumbent on bur in every partic-
ular to distrust her. elf and obey her
husband."
The system of rewards and punish-
ment for women extends over this life
and the life to come, and maintains an
Ingenious balance "A woman must
look on her husband," says Katbara,
"as if he were heaven itself, and never
weary of thinking how -she may yield
to her husband, and thus escape celee
Oat castigation."
ralbara disapproves for woman In.
duigence in the pleasures of the the-
a.c.r, of music, Of wine, and even of
tea. Curiously enough, he would not
have her very religious, and this foi
a reason which no Christian would be
likely to guess—a kind of conjugal
lealousy of heaven! "The wife," he
-says, "must not enter into an irrever
ent familiarity with the gods."
This is • highly oriental view of
woman's place in the scheme of things.
Yet no one who knows itie best Jap-
anese women can doubt that, whether
tecause of Kaftans's teaching, or in
spite of it, they are a lovely type of
gracious, gentle, rigorous, loyal,
achieving womanhood. They may
have been slaves in the past, but they
were always charming slaves. Now
that new Japan is setting them free.
their liberty has not destroyed their
harm, but enhanced It.
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build up a profitable trade
in pipes which could not be smoked
ender any circumstances through the
fact that the stems were made solid
taste* of hollow, but there is a fao•
tory England which makes thou-
sand fof gross yearly. They are sold
to tLi6 shooting galleries, where a pipe
kas always been found one of the
cheapest and at the same time most
satisfactory targets. One shrewd pot.
tar found that he could make the
goods cheaply by not piercing the
Stems, and practically occupies that
Auld all by himself.
The Ways of Men.
Few doctors are willing to take
libelr own medicine; when a lawyer
gets Into trouble he hastens to hire
an attorney, and it is hard for peo-
ple to admire an artist who paints
bin own portrait.— Chicago Record
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
Lad It Wasn't Anything in the
Beading Line, But Some-
thing to Eat
With a bunch of Ottawa people who
took in the Topeka state fair the
other day were a visiting missionary
and an old gentleman who was very
deaf, and who had never seen a bill
of fare used in a hotel, relates the
Kansas City Journal.
The preacher took occasion to dis-
tribute a variety of religious tracts
through the coaches, and the old gen
tleman, being unable to take part in
the conversation, acquired a collection
of the literature and assiduous!)
eertused it throughout the trip He
was fairly well sated with religious
lore on arriving at his destination.
The drat care of the hun.gr/ excur-
sionists on reaching the capital city
was to secure dinner, and they re-
paired in a body to one of the plena
pal hotels. The old gentleman Wag
cbviously out of his cites. It was evi-
dent that he was a little bewildered
by the unfamiliar usages of a modern
hotel, but he mad* his way with the
others through the fair-time press and
3ecured • seat at one of the tables.
He appeared to be surprised as he
seated himself. "'Pears like we're
too early—there ain't so vatted; on the
table," he remarked to • companion
As he didn't bear the reply it is un-
necessary to repeat it Isere.
"Order, sir," perfunctorily jerked as
overworked waiter, passing behind
him and submitting the printed menu.
His voice was Inaudible to the man
with the auricular handicap, who eon
temptnoludy waved the paper aside.
Puzzled, the knight of the tray
passed on, and shortly had an appe
tlzing array of viands ,spread on both
flanks and opposite to our friend sc
unfortunately ignorant of the conven-
tions.
To the sensation of hunger was add-
ed a growing measure of wrath as the
rid man noted the astonishing fee'
that everybody In the room but him-
self appeared to be supplied with food
He began to glare, and, his condition
leing suddenly discovered by the head
waiter, that functionary struck tht
flag of dignity and hastened- to per-
tonally attend to the neglected guest.
"Your order, sir,'
And again a bill of fare was thrust
before the exasperated old gentleman.
The latter grasped it and tore It up.
Then he roared:
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
want to read; I want something to
eat!"
Got Back at Him.
Algernon -I beta that you and
rigwrence had an altahcation lawst
night and be called youh evahwy-
thing.
Percival—Yaws, but I got even with
him,,_deah boy. I called- him noth-
ing, doncber know.--Chicago Daily
New..
Metropolitan Ways.
Visiting Salesman—Pretty slow
town, this.
Resident (of Bridgewater)-0b, not
so durn slow; the Carnegie lib'ry la
min ,fer non-support!—Fuck.
Merald.
I
Areepesaldattil°
GREAT BIT OF LUCX. 10 WRITE THE WRONG
BY SIDNEY ALLNUT.
"I was riding uptown in a surface
car in New York one day the other
week," said a post Office inspector
"when a mighty badlooking accident
occurred.
"At Forty-second street a well-
dressed, middle-aged man undertook to
swing himself on board the open car
It as starting, jubi. aftri LOLi
lug the stop at that corner.
"He had got one foot on the running
board, when the foot that still rested
on the wet pavement slipped. lia
slipped and fell forward on his hands.
His left leg shot beneath the wheels
of the moving car.
"The conductor, who was collecting
fares from the running board, frantic-
ally rang the bell to stop the car. Then
men in the car, including myself,
shouted hoarsely, and the women OIL
the car screamed as if bedlam hal
troken loose. One of the women san,i
back in a dead faint, and she had to
tc carried into a drug store after the
incident was over.
"The conductor's signal to the mo-
torman was too late. The car wasn't
brought to a atop till them was a  hor-
rible grinding, Jolting, crunching
sound. The wheels had passed over
the middle-aged man's left leg. It was
sickening.
"A hundred pedestrians rushed from
the crowded sidewalk to do what they
could to assist the prostrate man.
"When they got to him he was lying
downward, with his face resting on his
hands. His hat had fallen some dis-
tance away, and his head looked gray
and venerable.
"But the prostrate man was laugh-
ing just fit to kill!
"He was absolutely shrieking with
merriment Re was giving vent to ex-
plosions of pure enjoyment. He posi-
tively shouted and bawled in the over-
plus of his tremendous mirth.
"He laughed so hard that it seemed
as if his sides ;nest be just aching
"People away up Sixth avenue heard
his happy, boisterous ha! has! and
came rushing along to see what was
producing all of the fun.
" 'The pain of having his leg cut off
has put the poor old gentleman off his
head,' was the sympathetic remark of
a lot of us who stood around watching
him and listening to his almost vio-
lent outbreaks of mirth. 'His agony
has made him delirious, poor old chap'
became the universal verdict as the
middle-aged man's roars of laughter
grew even louder.
"But there was something in the
quality of his laughter that puzzled
me, for all that. It sounded to me like
mighty healthy, human, rollicking
laughter—laughter that was actually
proceeding from the mirthful midriff
of the run-over man. To my ears it
didn't have even a little bit of the grue-
come sound of the kind of laughter
that proceeds from those in • state of
delirium.
"There, there, old chap, easy Dow—
we'll get you out of that fix all right.'
said some of the willing helpers, am
they started to see what they could do
toward disentangling the middle-aged
man from the wheels of the car.
" 'Thanks, boys,' he replied, to their
amazement, in • tone of perfect un-
derstanding. 'But, say,' he went on,
'It's so blamed funny!' and he went
Into another paroxysm of laughter.
"The helpers looked at one another
with mystified countenances.
"'Wig, that man's not hysterical
nor hag-house, either.' said one of
them. 'Bay, old friend.' he continued
addressing the still prostrate man,
'what's all this that's so infernally
funny, hey? You might as well let
us all in on it, hey"
"The man who was lying ffacedown-
ward on the wet pavement, with his
leg still under the car wheel, re
strained his mirth with great diticulta
long enough to gasp:
"'Why, dans it all, boys, can't pee
see that the leg that's been run eves
Is a woo-woo-wooden leg!' and then
he howled joyously once again.
"The willing helpers looked am it
they'd gone up against • sad sort of $
sell, but the prostrate man's laughtei
was perfectly infectious, and thej
joined in it.
"Then they managed to pull him
from beneath the car, when they sac
that, sure enough, the crushed leg was
of the seasoned ash variety.
"They put the good-humored mid
dle-aged man into a cab and sent hirr
along to the home address he gave. He
waved his hand merrily at them out oi
the cab window before starting foi
home.
" 'Well, boys,' he called out, 'I maY11.1
have beat the devil around the stumi
this time, but I'll he hanged if I
haven't beat him with it!"
ewhoreopos, the h1g bunch broke
into a spontaneous cheer for the old
toy's gameness, and the car went
ahead about its business."—Washing-
ton Star.
Mortality.
u"Yo_seem to have a pretty large
cemetery here, my friend."
"Wul, yeah."
"What causes most of the deaths. If
f may aster"
"Wul, liver complaint, mostly."
"No!"
"Yeah. A feller with a white liver
ain't noways likely to last long in this
gulch, stranger."—Puck.
Precocioes Wit.
Little Gladys—Auntie, dear, do all
the people who die and go to the bail
place camp out?
Aunt—Why, no, child. Why do You
ask?
Little Gladys—Well, our Sunday
school teacher told us to-day bat the
heat tents.—Judge.
"Miss Jane 113 in the garden," said
the maid.
She was quite right. Jane was not
only in the garden, physically, but was
also entirely absorbed in it, mentally.
At all events, it was not until I had
ventured on my third salutation that
she condescended to become conscious
of my presence.
"I wonder you are not ashamed of
yourself!" she began encouragingly.
"It sometimes surprises me," I ad-
mitted.
Jane glared. She has a particularly
demoralizing glare.
"It is a good thing you are able to
see what cause there is for it," she
said.
"Ah!" said I. "Shows there's not so
much the matter with me, after alL"
"After all what?"
"Well, of course there have
times" —I grew redeotive—"That
Icy affair, for instance. It was,
hapa, hardly fair to the girl—"
Jane was upon me at once.
"What girl?" she demanded.
"C81,- wahine- _Lime your loran. 
Thinking aloud, you know: Bad ham
Must break myself of IL"
Jena did not follow my lead. My at-
tempt to create a diversion was a fail-
ure.
"I bate men who think they know
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
marguerite abstractedly, and looking
at nothing In particular.
I agreed. "So do I. Most objection-
able animals."
"It seems to me that the very thing,
they think they know are the things
that anybody who does know could tell
them they don't know."
I rested my bead on my hand for a
moment or two.
"Give it up," I said finally.
Jane was really quite angry. Her
cheeks were flushed like wild rose
petals. She looked so entirely kissable
( hed difficulty in restraining myself,
but concluded that It would not be
safe.
Besides we had broken
ment the day befe.e.
"What do you mean?"
mended.
"Sorry! Thought it was
you know." I smiled at Jane vacu-
ously.
Jane stamped her foot. She was
wearing very dainty shoes, I noticed.
"No one can call me unreasonable,"
she began.
"I wouldn't advise them to," said L
"But," Jane continued, taking no no-
tice of my remark, "in this instance
consider your conduct outrageous."
Here she threw out her arms in s
Illanner too graceful to be believed un
less seen, and apparently appealed to
an the visible universe—including two
rooks and a tortoise-shell cat—for sup
port.
"Upon my word, I don't know what
you mean," I began, when a light
dawned upon me. "Unless you hap-
pened to see the Times yesterday
morning."
I felt nervous.
did see the Times." said Jane,
with all the severe dignity of which
she was capable.
It occurs to me that It is astonishing
how dignified she can look for so small
a person.
"But you always have the Tele
graph," I objected feebly.
"Mr. Timmins, who lives at 'The
Gooeeberry Bushes,' was good enough
to send me his copy of the Times last
night, thinking I might be Interested
to see your letter. And," said Jane,
frenzingly, "I was."
I registered internally a vow to
wring Mr. Timmitus' neck and burs
"Ths Gooseberry Bushel" at the first
available opportunity.
Jane was continutng
"What do yon know about 'The Lack
of the Governing Instinct In Women"
What do you know about women, is•
deed? Or about governing, for the
matter of that?"
I was dumb.
"What do you meta by saying that
all history proves women to be *boo
lutely • failure as rulers? What do
you know about history? or about rul.
erg? or about anything except tennis?
And what about Queen Elizabeth? and
Cleopatra? and Mrs. Fawcett? and that
Assyrian woman? and ever so many sal
themr
Jane paused for lack of breath.
I smiled a rather unsuccessful smile
and began to explain. I am good at
explanations. As a matter of fact, I
was very proud of that letter. It was
full of close and careful reasoning, and
had given me no end of trouble to
write. That was why I wanted to pet
my name to it, thinking Jane would
never see It.
But no matter.
After about an hour and a half
careful evasion A
succeeded in averting Jane's anger.
She apologized prettily, in the man-
ner calculated to do the most good.
"How silly of me not to see that it
was just a satire, a-nd not meant seri-
ously at all," she said.
There was an interval
manta.
"And you believe women can govern,
after all?" she observed again.
I hedged a bit. "Some women can."
It was the most oould bring myself
to admit.
"Just wait until we are married,"
said Jane, playfully, "and you'll dis-
cover one of them!"
I went home thoughtfully.—Black
and White.
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Excursion:
St. Louis andi Tennessee River. Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion ott of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip toTennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleas•.-..re, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Ja4.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
•••••••••M•••••••••••••••Ift•••••••••••••• ••••.
Why will you sutler'
When
Rheumatic
Remedy.
will cure that awful pain.
W Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 Or 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it
BACON'S
DRUG MMES.!
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 31
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will he keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. II. Oehlschlaner
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
X-10TEHO= O.
'Dr. B. T. Hall
()Vice with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 138
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence z1041Llay, lea Phone 169e
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Trnehart
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3otb. sgo6.
SOUTH BOUND No. rot No. los
Leave Cincinnati  8:2o a.m. 6:oo p.m.
Leave Louisville  12:ce p.m. 9:40 
p.m.
Leave Owensboro  6:3o p.m.
Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m. 12:08 ane
Leave Central City  3:30 P-m- I :03 a.m.
Leave Nortonville  4:08 P-m• 1:4o a.m.
Leave Evansville  13:50 .in. 4:40 P.m.
Leave Nashville  7:00 gin.
Leave Hopkinsville  9:45 p.m. 
leavePr•nceton  4:55 p.m 3:27 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m. 348 a.m.
Leave Padc.ah  6:15 p.m. 3:45 cm.
Arrive Futon  7:20 p.m. 4:50 Lin. 
ArriveG- bbs, Tenn.  8:06 p.m. 5:31 a.m.
Arrive Rive  8:13 p.m. 6:ot am.
Arrive Jackson  7:13 a.m.
Arrive Nfemphis '1 -to p.m 8:ao a.m.
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m. 8:is p.m.
No. las
7 3o a.m.
p:oo a.m.
11:05 Cm.
la:30 p.m.
:a8 p.m.
8:3o ant.
8:05 a.m.
11:30 CM.
a:35 p.m.
4:15 p.m.,
4:30 p in.
6:oo
 
•.
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans. 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives  
Leave Felton  10.15 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  ti 20 a.m.
Leave Paducah  11 .25 a.m.
A!rive Princetcn  12 39 pm.
Ai r'Ne Hopkir.. IIe  6 is p.m
Arri%e Na•hvi:ie p.m.
Arrive 1-:*vanaville  3 45 p.m.
Arrive Nortonville   I 2R p m
Arrive Central City  os p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch  i o6 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro  "4 55 P-m•
Arrive Louisville  5 35 p•m•
Arrive Cincinnati  9 15 P-m•
No. tea
7 10 p.m.
6 45 am-
8 o7 am
No. 104
9 15 a.m.
8 50
to 10 p.m.
11 58 p.m.
12 35 a.m.
1 43 a.m.
1 .48 a.m.,
3 03 a.m.
5:20
8:to
945
3:51
4:30
5 :18
8:oo
7:50
12:eo
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a. vu.,
a.m.
ails.
a.m.
am..
11006
No. iss
•
6:oo am.
740 a.m.
7:5o a.m.
grag
te:35 ant.
11:30 a.m.
1313 p.m.
.4:55 p.m.
4'55 P-m-
r. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah 
No. 3o6 No. ,3g4
12 40 p.m. 4:20
Arrive Carbondale  4 25 P.m. 8:40 P.=  
Arrive Chicago  6 ao a.rn 6:30 cm. •••
Arrive St. Louis  i 30 p M. 7:30 a.m.  
SOUTH BOUND No 305 No. 37s
Leave St. Louis  7 45 a.m. 9:40 p m.  
Leave Chicago  2:50 a.m. 6:30
leave C,abon dal e    11 :40 2.01. 7:05 cm.
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m. 11:00
for refresh-
No Hand-Out.
"De world may owe you a Wein',"
said Uncle Eben, "but you's gotter do
sum pin' to It de world know dat you's
on hand to collect it."—W4stilugtilAt
Star.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIME.
NORT BOUND tot-8ot 1.35-415
Leave Nashville  8:10 &M.    •
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 a.m. 6:40 a.m. ..
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:4,5 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P-m- 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m. it LO a.m.
Arr've St. Louis  720 1/.111. 4•30 P.m.  .
rrive go sa.....6...14.11J1i. • •
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 536-836
leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave St.Louis  9:40 PM. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:00 a.m. 5:55 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m. 7:40 
p.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m. 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:20 a.m. 4:45 p.m. 
ArriveHopkinaville AUD......JUILJULILil • •  6:Io ip.so, ..
Arrive Nashvitle  9:2§ p.ii.
•
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. Al) other trains MR
daily. Trains To3 and ids carry through skepert between arrciaaad,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains lot and 102 sleepers between Louie.
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Rot and 822 sleepers betweeet
Paducah and St. Louis. Train fiot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
Ileeper. For further information, addreas,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah,
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. R. A., Losisvnie, Ky.
/ JOHN A. scarr, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Teen.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., adealia.
W. H. BIT= D. P. X. W. Theo, Mg
••
•
•
•
I. •
1.,
CHAFING DISH "BLUFF." AWAKENED BY THE KAISER GINSENG IN MAINE, BRITISH SHELL OF 1812.
Concoctions Always Cooked Before
They Are Brought in from
the Kitchen.
The waiter placed the chafing dish
carefully on the table and removed the
cover with a flourish. It was a very
Ornate chafing dish with silver lobster*
holding up the bowl, and the lamp was
ornamented with crabs and fishes and
Other denizens of the deep, says the
New York Globe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the
girl who prided herself on her ao
quaintance with the saucepan. "I like
things well cooked," and she stirred
the savory mess with a big spoon and
turned up the flame of the ornate lamp.
The waiter approached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly, per-
haps even a bit impertinently, he said:
"It's thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
dish is just a bluff. If we served
things half cooked the restaurant
would be boycotted in a week. Every
One thinks he can make things in a
chafing dish and likes to turn the lamp
up and down and stir the contents of
the dish, but not one in a thousand
that orders these things could cook
them. It's all • bluff. The chafing dish
Is very good to keep a thing hot and-
think the rarebits ought to be served
in them, but it's all a bluff as far as
restaurant cooking 11 conoerned. The
stuff that's served in them is not
cooked In a chafing dish either before
or after it reaches the table."
And then the girl, with as much dig-
any as she could command, served the
crab-meat and deftly heaped the green
peppers at one side and the mushrooms
at the other side, and tried to look as
if she didn't know the waiter was
within • hundred miles.
SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
Nine-Tenths of the Animals That
Are Now Sold ire Raised
by Kaffir*.
- —
South Africa is foreseen as schism
fug its destiny by becoming one of the
great horse producing countries of the
world. At the present time the man
who would dabble in horse flesh needs
both experience and courage. The
Kadin provide nine-tenths of the
horses sold. When a dealer arrives
In • native territory he sends round
word that he has come to purchase
horses and the natives roll up with
all Dom and descriptions of the aqui-
sine tribe, which for the most part
ars of so earthly use. The man picks
tout an animal and the owner names
as exorbitant price, which he never
hopes to receive, the dealer offering
a sum which no sane man could ac-
cept But eventually a price is agreed
on and the owner receives a weitten
order for the amount, which he re-
deems in the evening by coming to
the dealer's hotel and receiving cash
By easy stages a descent Is made on
the nest purchasing site and by de-
grees • decent sized troupe is got to-
tether When these arrive at their
final destination their original owners
would not recognize them They have
been clipped on the way down, had a
few condition powders and had a gen-
eral cleaning.
ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.
For Six Hundred Years the Em-
pire Was Minus a
Physician.
According to Pliny. Rome flourished
for 600 years without a doctor. It is
maintained by some, however, that
when making this statement Pliny WWI
sot swam that certain Greek physi•
clans resided in Rome, at least during
a part of the period named. But there
is certainly no question that In the
early days of its history, phyelclans
were very scarce in Rome. and donh!
less beeause there was little occasion
for 'their services. With the advance
of civilization maladies have multiplied
and with the increase of diseaae there
has been a proportionate increase of
physicians. There are at the present
time In the United States not less
than 150,000 physicians, and the num-
ber Is inereasing at the rate of several
thousand annually. Whether or not
the world is better for this great mul-
tiplicity of medical men is a question
even which there may be a difference
of opinion.
Colors in Glass.
Changes in the color of glass .,re
mimed by subjeotieg It to the action
of what are knoan as ultraviolet rays
it lljht. Something of the same 
laN be iVierve& on high mountains,
Where aid glass from bottles originally
green, after exposure to the light of •
'great elevation in the regions of per-
petual snow, attains a beautiful pale
parole tint. The same result may also
seen in connection with the glass
Insulators used on telegraph or tele-
phone lines in mountain districts.
Hub.
"What makes Skribbler walk so
ehesty?"
"Why, mu, that fellow used to
conduct the 'Through the Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
Indiana. If yes look close you'll see
a cute little halo around his head
when his hat is off. He knows Riley
and all those big guns by sight
Why shouldn't he walk chesty?"-
MilWalskee Sentinel.
He Meant Well.
"I meant to start off the new year
by giving the first woman I saw stand-
ing up my seat in the street car. But
I didn't do R."
"Old habit too strong, eh?"
"No; I couldn't get a seat to give
ber."-Cleveland /lain Dealer.
Emperor William's Dement trpost a
Subject Whose Mearint
Was Poor.
During the last maneuvers of the
German army the kaiser rose one
morning at daybreak in order to get
a &enema impression of the disposition
of his troops. So, followed by his en-
tire staff, he made for a distant hill
that cemmanded an extensive view, re-
lates the London Chronicle. There
was a village en Use hill, sad the chit.
taring of the horses' hoofs on the cob-
bles brought most of the inhabitanta
to their windows. The one person
who slept through the din was a deaf
old chemist, whose flat-roofed resi-
dence was perched right on the sum-
mit. The roof was the very place for
the emperor. So he called a halt, and
one of his staff was sent to claim ad-
Mission. The oracle knocked and
knocked, but in vain. At the third on-
'taught, however, steps were heard
descending the stairs, and the voice of
the old chemist demanded: 'What silly
fool is that?" The staff contained its
laughter, for the emperor had heard.
But without showing any sign of an-
Royalties his majesty uttered the one
word, "Wilhelm!" "Wilhelm who?''
demanded the catmint. "Wilhelm von
Holiensollern!" thundered the emper-
or. The shivering chemist, covered
with confusion, flung open the door,
doubtless expecting the German equiv-
alent to Siberia, but the emperor
strode past him without eves givina
him a look. When he was leaving
however, he called the man to his
horse's head and placed in his hand
the largest coin which bears the im-
perial 'likeness. "There!" he said,
"accept this portrait of a silly fool!"
EXECUTION OF SPIES.
Men WU Are Selected to Do the
Shooting Are More or Lees
Affected.
The ceremony of disposing of a con-
demned spy in the English army always
follows a definite precedent, says the
New York Herald. The unfortunate
man is surrounded by a detachment of
Infantry, and, after he is provided with
• pick and shovel, he is marched off to
a *elected spot and ordered to dig his
own grave. This done, the tools are
taken from him and his eyes are ban-
daged. The attending chaplain reads
portions selected from the burial eery-
toe and frOCII the ranks of the escort 12
men are selected at random by the of-
ficer in charge. These men, having
stacked their own rifles, are led to where
12 other rifles are awaiting them, six of
which are loaded with blank cartridges.
One of these Is handed to each man, so
that no one knows whether the rile he
holds contains • bullet or not and none
san say for certain that the shot fired by
him killed the prisoner. The firing par-
ty then marches to an appointed voca-
tion. The commands "Present!"
"Fire!" are given and almost before
the last word rings out the volley is
!red and the spy falls into the grave
he has dug. Nearly every man is more
a- less affected on being selected to
form one of the firing party and many
men have been known to faint away on
being singled out, while others are so
overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
the triggers of their rifles.
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
1Deee Not Perform Deed' of Valor,
But Hie Services Are
Invaluable.
Some idea of the "general utility"
services of the army engineer may be
gained from the following remarks
made by Capt. Nicholas lvanovitch, of
the Russian army, as reported by Rich-
ard Henry Little. war correspondent in
the far east In his article " 'Loefln'
'Round' with the Engineers" In the
Teche ;fee 'World Magazine.
"We have not done the things which
bring to one the St. George cross or even
the Stanislaus and puts our names in
the paper and brings the message from
his majesty." said the little captain, as
be came back to me black with powder.
"We have not charged the enemy or
captured many guns or saved the posi-
tion. We have but made a road over the
mountain. That is an. Yet five men,
they are dead; six are wounded. We
have not fought a battle, yet still, it was
not the child's play, and some day when
the grand battle it in raging, and they,
the Japanese., are pressing hard down
that valley over there, and it is wanted
to save the day that many troops and
many guns be pushed to that position
over there at the head of the valley, then
this road we have builded will save the
Dean
will be wide and smooth. What say you,
my friend?"
Domestic Revolution in India.
Within a few weeks a son of Keshub
Chunder Sen, the famous organizer of
the Brehm° Soma,' of India. has mar-
ried the widowed daughter cr.. • rajah.
That is an extreordinary rebellion
against an ancient rule In India, and
the beginning of a dodiestic revolution
which has the support of many ad-
veticed Hirt:loos whe do not themselves
dere to more than epees. In Its favor.
:
i One on the Poet.Office Boy-There are two men out
there, sir, Who want to see you; ono
of them is a poet and the other a deaf
man.
F.ditor--Well, go out and tell the
poet that the deaf man is the editor.-
, Tit-Bits.
1
Where Hie Advantage Ley.
First Man-How do you do? '
Second man-nag pardon, but, you
have the advantage of inc.
First Man-Yes. I guess I !ie.-P. We I
were engaged to the same girl, but you
Lamed ber.-PIttaburg Dispatch.
DISCOVERY OF A PATCH WORTH
A MALL FORTUNE.
Studatt of a UniverNity Law School
in Bangor, Maine, Finds a
Mysterious Source of
Riches.
If a rich vein of gold-bearing quarts
had been discovered on the side of
Whitney's mountain the rush of for-
tune seekers would not have been
greater than it has been to Sarsaparilla
gully during the last few weeks, ow-
ing to the finding of ginseng in great
quantities in the gravelly soil on the
gully banks, says a recent Newburg
(Me.) report.
The pioneer in the business is John
M. Thurlough, a student at the Uni-
versity of Maine-law school, in Ban-
gor. Last' year ft seas naked that 
he7-joined in none Of the Saturday
games played by the students.
The reason Thurlough assigned for
absenting himself every Saturday was
that he wanted to go to his home ID
Fairfield and pass the Sabbath with
his parents, though it was noticed that
he never left his boarding place on
rainy Saturdays. Further research de-
veloped the fact that he was buying
expensive sets of law books and filling
his room with costly furniture.
Finally, when he bought a $600
piano and had it installed in his room,
the gossips learned the secret of his
sudden access to riches, and most of
the eountry had something to talk
about for a year to come. The expla-
nation made by young Thurlonet was
eery stmple.
He hal an aunt living in Newburg,
and one day when be was calling on
her the family went to Sarsaparilla gui-
iey to dig roots for the usual spring
bitters. The fame of the roots of
Sarsaparilla guliey had gone through
the coenty years before.
By sprouting whole corn and then
drying it, and grinding the grain and
mixing it with sarsaparilla root and
spruce brush and checkerberry leaves
and sugar, and then adding yeast and
leteing the compound ferment, the reel.
dents were able to reach a condition
of absolute health.
As young Thurlough helped to dig
the health-giving roots he noticed they
were bigger and more pulpy than or-
dinary sarsaparilla, and with a view
of identifying the species to which the
plants belonged, he took samples to
Prof. Munson at Orono, who at once
decided they were gineeng roots. Sub-
sequent proceedings were easy.
Having a good working knowledge
of the law. young Thurlough bonded
the land lying on either side of the
gully, and spent all of his spare time dig
ging and preparing the ginseng root
for which there was a quick sale al
$2.50 a pound. By remaining silent
concerning his source of revenue, the
law student cleared up *about 510.00C
last year, and sold his provisions:
lease to a Boston company for $8.00(
in cash.
It Is &inserted that the company has dui
and cold ginseng roots valued at $A.
000 the past season, and now that th•
affair is no longer a secret, hundred:
of eager people are hunting Dixmon•
and Newburg hills in the hope oi
finding another ginseng planation
Many acres of pasture and woc.ciland
have been dug over, but with unsatis
factory results.
CITY HAS NET FOR FISHES
Supplies Food for Zoo Birds and
Specimens for the Pui:dic
Aquarium.
Visitors to Bronx park welkin,
along the east side of the Bronx river
not far from the subway entrance have
been tutercsi.ed in a circular nrt thai
was placed in the stream a few day
ago. It was put there, reports the
New York Sun, for the double pur
pose of supplying fish dinners to the
birds of the zoo and specimens foi
the aquarium at the Battery.
A row of stakes near the bank leads
out to the net, which is funnel Shaped
with the large end inshore. The fish
coming to the bank to feed enter the
moutn and naturally swim back into
deep water, but they find the net nar-
rowing, and when they elide through
the snap hole in the end of the fun-
nel they are trapped within a larger
net of the same style. The net is
about 15 feet lone Ned four feet wide
at the mouth.
Carp anri aurkers 
Quarter of a pound to three pottrids
have been taken in this way for the
benefit of the zoo eagles, cranes and
vultures. The keepers cay that the
birds appreciate this fresh fish.
All the pickerel and bass captured
are sent to the aquarium to be ex-
hibited, or in emergency to be fed to
their fellows. A few eels and mud
turtles wander into the net.
It Was All Over.
"No more will I hear his footsteps
on yonder walk as the clock strikes
the,hour of eight."
"Gracious, Jeanette!"
"And the old parlor light will never
burn low for him again."
"You don't mean it?"
"I do. and furthermore, he will never
sit on this sofa three nights a week
and call me pet games as he has been
doing for the past two years."
"I am astonished."
"And to-night I an going to burn all
the old love letters in my trunk."
"B-but why, you going to die-
mrd him?" I
• NDIseard r, you seem,im going- to marry hioil"-Columbne
1
Baltimore Nan Brings Up in Fish
Net Relic of the Rev-
olution.
An interesting relic of the war of 1813
was recently hauled from the depth of
Curtis bay in a fish seine by B. It. Stull,
of this city, says the Baltimore Ameri-
can. The relic is a shell which is sup-
posed to have been dropped overboard
from one of the British warships wince'
assailed Baltimore.
He took the shell to Fort McHenry,
where the ordnance officers pronounced
It a shell of English make, and also in-
formed Mr. Stull that it was loaded. Mr.
Stull was determined to find out what
was inside, and, placing it under water,
he carefully bored through the bell
metal cap. When the cap was removed
about a gill of black powder, which is Le
good condition, came out. There was
something else inside, so Mr. Stull con-
tinued to dig, and at Wit dislodged
leaden bullets, each about live-eighths
piriii-inch- in diameter, which had been
firmly embedded in brimstone.
The shell is five and flve-eighthe
inches in diameter and, with its con-
tents, weighs 22,4 pounds.
It was also learned by Mr. Stull that
the wooden cap was a portion of the
shell, the method of shooting the shell
being to place the cap on the shell, with
a fuse leading through the cap and the
bell metal to the interior of the shell.
The powder charge for the gun was then
either tied or wrapped around the out-
side of the wooden cap and the whole
placed in the gun. When the latter was
discharged the powder ignited the fuse,
which in turn carried a spark to the
powder In the shell. The spark reach-
ing the brimstone caused a gas to
form, and this exploded the shell, the
leaden bullets causing the destruction.
GUILD OF "CRAPE PULLERS"
New Line of Business That Is
Worked in Connection with
the Florist's.
"Crape pullers get a 20 per cent
commission," said the conservative
florist. -That commission comes off
the flowers, though," he added, sneer-
ing.
'What is a crape puller?"
"A crape puller is a man who,
watching the death notices in the
newspapers, calls on all the bereaved
families and solicits orders for flow-
ers for the funeral. We call such a
man a crape puller contemptuously,
pretending that be gets inilors by
yanking the crape which hangs from
the door bell.
"A good many florists encourage
crape pulling- in fact, live on R.
They have booklets, illustrated with
photographs, that tell all about the
various designs they make. With
these booklets tne crape puller can
solicit orders in an intelligible way.
"We conservatives don't encourage
crape pulling. We consider it unseem-
ly and Indecorous in the first place,
and In the second place, since the big
commission comes not out of the
pocket of the florist, but off the or-
der of the purchaser, we consider it a
little dishonest But death is always
with us. r Loretta must live. The new
guild of the crape pullers grows by
hundreds weekly."
STEAM PLANT IN SOD HOUSE
Nebraska Rancher Has Heating Ap-
paratus Put in Poor
Structure.
Nowadays you're likely to find •
modern beating plant in almost any
corner of the world, no matter how re-
mote It may be, said a representative
of a prominent heating appliance man-
ufactory.
Not so very long ago our company
was asked to make an estimate for
putting in a modern steam plant in a
sod house on a lonesome Nebraska
ranch. I saw the house, and while Its
exterior was not very prepossessing.
Its interior was most comfortably fit-
ted up and furnished. It had six
rooms, I think, all of them liberal in
size, and fitted out in a modern way.
The owner was a big cattle grower
with an abundance of money. He
merely hadn't got around to building
a wood, stone or brick residence. His
sod house Is located about 40 mils'
from a railroad and in a lonesome
stretch of prairie.
Wonderful Improvement.
Wife (returned from church to her
husband, who had stayed at home)-
You should have beard Dr. Doe's set
mon this morning, my dear. I don't
know whee anything has made such
-a-peefoaad---leapseesieft-es--esek
think it will make a better woman ol
me as long as I live.
Husband-oid you walk hornet
"Oh. no; I took a car, and, do yoe
know. John, the conductor never asked
me for my fare, and No I saved
nickel. Wasn't I lucky?"
-Chicago
Journal.
Parsimony in Church.
The picture Mr. Sidney Holland
once drew of the portly and affluent
elderly gentleman, unctuously declar-
ing, in the course of the familiar
hymn, that "were the whole realm of
nature his, It were an offering far
too small," at the same time grop-
ing in the recesses of his trousers
for the threepenny-bit which he knows
to be there.-Vanity Fair.
Linguistic "Hallos."
The long-distance telephone system
in Berlin reaches distant capitals like
Se Petersburg, Vienna, Parisi, Rome
and Brussels. The operators are most-
ly women who are proficient in the
languages of the principal countries
Of Europe. These highly trained and
well-educated women are employed at
modest salaries.
WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS. PURYEAR
Attorney-at-Law
Report of Geological Survey on Inves-
tigations of Deposits in 'pie
Country.
The geological survey has issued s
supplementary report on its investiga-
tion of the black sand deposits and
promises further information as the
work progresses. It was not under-
stood when the work was started how
widespread the demand would be for
tests and Information nor how valua-
ble the sands would prove. But it has
developed into a work of magnitude
and importance.
Dr. David T. Day of the survey has
had charge of the exi erimental worli
from the start. The survey has so far
examined about one-third of the depos-
its in the United States, and managed
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast
about six weeks longer than the ap-
propriation was expected ta run the
party. Since the first rev( rt t,n the
as made. Ikea Invest4:ation has
been principally confined to the exam-
ination of large collections of concen-
trates collected by the survey and con-
tributed by various mining companies.
Several of the by-products of the sands
will doubtless be commercially valua-
ble. Inquiries have b( en addressed to
several of the consumers of these arti-
cles, and it has been found that there
will be aready market for them.
Monazite from the Pacific beaches
contains various percentages of thoria,
used in the manufacture of incandes-
cent gas mantles. Zircon is also found
exceptionally pure, and is available for
the same purpose. Chromic iron ore
has been experimented with in the
manufacture of refractory furnace lin-
ings in California. No previous use
had been found for ilmenite, but on re-
ceipt or samples at certain eastern
manufactories It was found that it was
adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Its utilization from the black sand de-
pends on favorable freight rates, and
these are being sought. Magenite has
been found, and is manufactured into
satisfactory pencils for arc lights, and
also has been successfully used in steel
in an at act ore.
It is thought that the next urgent
deficiency bill will contain a provision
for continuing the work.
CANADIANS AND AMERICANS
Difference in Nodes of Living and
Doing Business of the Two
Peoples.
Writing of the differnices between
Canadians and Americans a corre-
spondent says: "The differences are
mostly of degree; the superb self-con-
fidence of the avelege American wom-
an, as she walks abroad, the licensed
obtrusiveness of children, the perpet-
ual degeneracy of conversation into
story-telling--these characteristics are
less marked in Canada than in the
states. In fact, Canada presents as
yet a sub-American variety of civiliza-
tion, though in some ways rapidly as
similating to the states. Physically
the Canadian seems to be a sturdier
stock of heavier build, slower moving
and less nervous than the American.
This is particularly applicable to the
women, whose movements and conver-
sation are quieter, and who are with-
out the hunted look In the eyes which
marks so many Americans.
"It may be that the colder -1--ate
exercises some moderating inue.ente,
but probably the chief explanation of
these differences lies In the fact that
bred; there are few 1-irge cities, and
even the dwellers in these cities keep
up • more constant contact with coun-
try life. Nowhere in Canadian cities
does one see the profusion of luxury
and waste visible In New York or Chi-
cago; though most persons seem to live
In fair comfort, there Ir no class of
millionaires dominat:ug 'society' and
makiag the form and pace for servile
ini'tat.on among the less wealthy
classes.
"Hunting and fishing, with their ac-
companiments of camping out, play a
large part in the national life, sport
not having degenerated into the mere-
most Canadians are cerintry born aml
ly gambIlng and spectatorial habits..
Altogether the Canadian lives a health-
ful life. Even busy cities like Toronto
and Montreal conduct their business
We more quietly than cities of corre-
spoonding caliber in the United States."
Marriage Licensee Abridged.
Consul Conant, of Wiadscr. reports
that the secretary's department cf the
province of Ontario is endeavoring to
prevent the issuing of marriage li-
censes at(frontier points in that prov
ince to persons from the American
side, which is • flourishing business.
particularly at Windsor. The attor-
ney general has recently handed down
an opinion that such licenses should
not be issued. In general the ruling
of the attorney general is 'hat the li-
censes should not Le issued to people
who are not bona fide residents of the
province, and the provincial secretary's
department will try to enforce this
ruling License issuers and minis-
ters on the frontier will naturally suf-
fer financially, and those at Windsor
to a greater extent than others.
Greatest Floating Dock.
By the end of 1907 the port of Ham-
burg will possess the greatest floating
dock in the world. It is now under
construction at Hamburg, and is to
have an accommodation capacity of
35,000 tons. Its length will be 620
feet
Medical Congress.
A congress of medical men is goon
to be held in Paris to devise means for
putting a stop to the illegal competi-
tion of "witch doctors," bone getters,
faith healers, and every kind of medi-
cal "urea."
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildins,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky
New 'Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
kcal L- ate, Law.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Ken..
tucky.
C. Flournoy —Cii1rRee6
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, ri and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney at Law.
Room No. S,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER 8c M'CIREG011
LAWYER.S
OFFICES. Benton, Ky., rear baulk
Mershall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. OldwPhone 4114.
J. K. HENDRICK, 3.0. MILL" 
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
ab Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of dm
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms I. 2 and 3 Register Rua&
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Ma -
it T. Rivers ,M. 9 Alli• D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office
DR. R. f. HEAR
BROOKIIILL BUILDIN
TELEPHONE NO. 444
DR. ROBT. J. R
no NORTH FIFTH STR
Both Phones 3'55
Office hours 8to to a. in., t to
p. m. and 7 to ci p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANTI
THROAT.,
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and
Columbia Building,
Phone 1041-Rei
Dr. Sidney Smitib
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 13-oadway.
C. MANN I6 SEARS, M. O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 3o6 Broadway-Phone *a* 
Raldenee, Sig Broadway.- -
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone alb
ICENTUCILT•PADVCAH,
•
Pictures, Diplomas, CertifiCitell.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Colanders
Framed right te date in Min*
utes.time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
i• I lieD1411/94.
T11111`
Jim Duffy
403% Broadway.
Pressing and Cleauing
Old Telephollt 718-R.
6
tee s esisses s
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How Is Your Old
T .e1
Needs cleaning! perhaps;
isexall straw hat cleaner
rreparation to usc.
Saves you the price of a new hat.
One 25c package keeps your hat
clean the ertite surn-ner.
No fuss, no muss, no cuss. Simply
a few minutes time and one package
of Rexall Straw Hat cleaner.
have your perscriptions compounded
here.
McPherson ,s
Drug Store.
WANTS 
FOR RENT—Nicely furnished
rooms. Front. Apply at 314 North
Sixth !erect.
1. 
FOR RENT—Nice upstair lemur.
No. 311 Broadway. Old phone 53 k
zrid 2174.
1010.0 ••••••-.•••••• •
WANTED—Good Cook at 209
'North:Fifth street. Good wages.
is the
• ,
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
.able-bodied unmarried men between
.4ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
'United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, reed
and write English. For infoemation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
• •
WANTED AT ONCE—A good
German woman to take care of old
lady. Good home, good wages. Old
Phone 510-m.
FOR SALE—Fresh milk cow and
calf. Apply to Will Lydon, at Wil-
liamson's marble yard.
FOR RENT—No. 837 Jefferson
street, $27.50. Phone 607.
LOST—Black sofa pillow embroid-
ered in yellow, on Broadway street
me last night. Finder return to
is Rev. Newell at tog North Seventh
end be rewarded.
',set
17 Ili WANTED—Room and board for
kire` ran. Address A Man, care Register.
-a eat
be at---1—
BeaCKING HOUSE CONDEMNED
stitferel
.tIVO. 114waukee Officials Unite in DecLar-
is ing Establishment Insanitary.
•
Alilwausee. sets, sane 22.—Health
Centerissioner G. A. Bading and
Building Inspecor Kock have jointly
condereued the packing house of
'Frek C. Gross & Co., Canal street
and Musgo avenue, for sanitary rea-
1511: e course of the reconnnenda-
tion order Beildine Inspec-or Kock
aays that is another example of the
:unfitness of wood for buildings to be
use for this purpose, arid he inti-
mates that he will permit-no more
packing hOuses ito be built with
woo&fl flocrie
teeFfest radical action tak-
en by any health department in the
country, it is believed, to better con-
ditineis grit brought to general at-
tention by the Neill-Reynobbi gov-
•ernmertt tepsre.
NOTICE.
'All patties baying claims or de
-mends against -Mrs Meeleie Donna-
way Kelley, deceased, will please pre-
sent. same .to me at..once, . properly
proven or payeent.'
(E G1 W. KATTF.RTOHN.
F.xecutor and Trustee
Notice.
Parties having claims against M.
H. Ingram, deceased, will please file
mane p-operle proven- at rxm'A,
Gt.n. l SWLEIGH, Executor,
6ot North Sixth street.
Nothing
Is better for summer
complaints than pure
home made
'A"""15.171.7!"4".'","'
'
1
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LYNN WANTED 
ON RAPE CHARGE
Blackberry Cordial
We have the genu-
ine article in 25c,
soc and jt bote:!es.
W kLKER & CO.,
INCORPOLVtED.
4Drugg1sts Fifth and Wway.
Both Phones :75.
0110•••••
CLAIMED'.THAT YOUNG MAN
AiSISAULTLD WOMAN NEAR
le2.TROPOLIS.
OFFICERS BLLIEVE HE
IS NOW IN THIS CITY
THE POLICE GETTING OUT
WARRANT.; FOR OBSTRUC-
TIONS ON STREETS.
Rotert Edwards Colored, Reported
Theft of His Watch Which He 
.Laid Upon Peanut Factory
Floor- -nvestigation.
Chief James Collins yesterday got
a message over the long distance tele-
phone from the sheriff at Metropolis,
Ill., asking that Howard Lynn be
arrested and held here until she
Illinois authorities could come for
him. It is claimed that Lynn raped
a 16-year-old girl out in Massac
county near Metropolis. The war-
rant for him has been in the hands
of she Paducah officers for some days,
the Metropolis sheriff sending it here.
lie could not be located and yester-
oss word from .the sheriff says the
latter learns Lynn has dropped into
1 sducah, and requests his immediate
arrest. As yet the police have not
succeeded in ferreting out his where
bouts. He is a light-haired young
fellow with a 'hatchet' face, so ex-
plained the Metropolis officer.
Street Obstructions.
The police department has started
a crusade against obstructions on the
s;reets and it is (reported that war-
rants will be issued for a number of
partiee leaving obstructions on the
streets at night without danger
lights on them.
Yesterday The Sun Publishing
company was warranted on the
charge of leaving a big barrel out
upon the sidewalk, in violation of the
city ordinance and it is claimed that
a conaractor doing work for it left
the obstruction on the walk.
Wielded His An.
T. Mack, colored, was arrested yes-
terday on the charge of drawing an
ax upon Walter Collier out about
Harrison and Thirteenth streets, and
threatening to cut the other's head
cff. Collier also claims Mack hit him
with a big rock during a quarrel they
had
Lost His Ticker.
Robert Veheiteds, colored, reported
to the policeseesterday that while he
was working at the peanut factory on
first and Washington streets, he laid
ifs watch down for a moment. About
that time he was called away, and on
returning, discovered his watch gone,
also a small negro boy who had been
left standing close by. He thinks the
ticker was taken by the lad who is
a stranger to him.
Annie and Her Jag.
Annie Tolliver, negrees, was locked
up by Officer Emile Gourieux who
fcuncl her out about Ninth and Wash-
ington streets in poseesion of a fuK
fledged jag that seemed to augment
her cursing proclivities as she was
paying her vulgar respects to every-
body who came along.
Cow Taken Up.
The police have at headquarter;
a fine red jersey cow with crop off
teft ear, the animal being taken up
on the streets by the catcher, and
will be sold if the owner is not
found.
Park Fight.
The county authorities are investi-
gating a big fight which occurred
shortly before one o'clocke yesterday
morning right before there broke up
the public dance given at the wanes..
park pavilion. It is understood that
Fieveral revolver were drawn and
some firing done, but nobody hurt to
amount to anything. The trouble
troke up the dance.
.0010
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N., C. & St. L. Reduced' Rates for
the Fourth of July.
The N., C. & St. L. Ry. announces
that 4_  for the Fourth of Juily tickets
will be on sale July 2nd, 3rd and
title limit July 8th, to and from all
points in the southeast, including St.
Donis, Mo., at one and one-third
fare for the round trip, minimum
raise 50 cents.
Chattanooga, 5..5, falling.
-Cincinnati, 10.7, falling.
Evansville, 8.6, falling.
Florence, 4.2, falling.
Johnsonville, 7.5, standing.
Louisville, 4.5, falling.
Mt. Carmel, 3.0, falling.
Nashville, 8.4, falling.
Pittsburg, 6.3, standing.
Davis Island Dam, 3.8, falling
St. Louis, ao.e falling.
Mt. Vernon, 8.5, falling.
Paducah, 10.3, rising.
Paducah 10.3, rising.
Burnside, 1.5, falling.
Carthage, 2.5, falling.
Phis afternoon ak 5 o'clock the
steamier Kentucky gets out for the
Tenstessee—rivett- -91se-swillk-not
back until next Thursday evening.
The Bottorff will leave Nashville
joday, get here tomorrow, and lay
here until noon Monday before de-
parting for Clarksville.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler skips out for Cairo and gets
back tonight.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yiesterday and coming back to-
morrow, lays here until Mionday be-
fore getting away on her return trip.
The John. S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville and returning
immediately, does not come back
again unite Tuesday.
The City of Sahel° will have St
Louis this afternoon and get here
tomorrow night late en route to the
Tennessee river.
The Peters Lee will get to Cincin-
nati Tuesday and leave there Wed-
nesday en route back this way for
Memphis.
The Georgia Lee goes down to-
day boturd for Memphis from Cin-
cinnati.
The City of Savannah is due to
pass out of the Tennessee river to-
day bound for Se Louis.
The Harvester yesterday carried
20 barges of coal to Cairo for the
West Kentucky coal company.
The towboat Wilford will return
today with a tow of stone from the
Rosa Clair mines.
The towboat Samuel will today be
let into the river from the dry docks
where she has been undergoing re-
pairs. Just as soon as she is off the
Fannie Wallace will be pulled out.
Cairo, 22 2, rising.
Budwisee king of bottled beer, in
finely 'fee casts of two dozen
Gottles to the case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An-
hauser-Barsch Beewing association
branch. 'Both 'phones 112. J. H
Steffiu, manager.
Work of laying the concrete walk-
ways was started at the couithouse
yard.
4-1-4÷1-1-1-4-1-14.÷4,+-1-1-84-1-t-t-t---s-r-.
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •".
Read WATTS BOULEVARD. at
--Mr. and Mrs. Williasn efiectich
have moved from West Jefferson
street to the Empire fiats on Broad-
way near Seventh.
—Miss Estelle Fristoe of this coun-
ty, and Mr. W. S. Simmons of
Graves county, were married yester-
day at the court house by Judge
Lightfoot.
—Roadmaster TbompsN of the I.
C., yesterday announced they were
arranging to put a fine steam heat-
ing plant in at the Union depot, so
the building can be properly heated
next winter.
—A street car struck the Hender-
son Beevsery delivery wagon at
Third and Washington streets yes-
terday, but did no damage except to
badly injure the horses legs. Tom
Lindsey was driving.
—Yesterday the remains of the four
months' old son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Davis of Mechanical:meg, wsre
taken to the Grewer cemetery for in-
terment. The child died of consump-
tion, while its mother is very ill with
the same complaint.
P. T. M. C.
There will be a special meeting of the
Paducah Traveling Men's club to-
night at club rooms at 8 o'clock. All
members urged to attend.
H. M. HECHT, Sec'y.
ilee.4eesee.4.+1-eisseenteeentellelsefiellee
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PERSONAL NOTES. •
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Dry Dock Dewey Safely
In Straits of Malacca.
Penang, Strait, Settlements, June
21.—The United States dry dock
Dewey,. _hound for the Philippine
Islands, s sighted today in the
Straits of M-alacca,.
She reported all well.
R. E. Parsons, of Chicago, and H.
I. Ellis, of New York, are here, they
being advance agents for John Rob-
inson's circus that Shows here July
14th.
Mrs. Roy McKinney yesterday
went to visit in Henderson.
Mrs. H. C. Wjerntz and son of St.
Louis, went to Hodig-enville, Kee
yesterday after visiting MM Richard
Calissi.
Lawyer Frank Lucas returned last
night form Glasgow, Ky.
Mrs. James Hamlett,.. of Fulton,
has returned home after visiting
It ere.
Mi. Edward Mlartin, the -machinist,
has rettrned from Little .Rock, Ark.
Judge Reed yesterday went to
Dawson to rwain entil  tomorrow.
Miss Lou Renfro went to Cerulean
Springs yesterday.
Mr. Zach Hayes returned yester-
day from attending a house party at
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Miss Elizabeth Husband's, of New
Orleans, is visiting Mrs. George
Langstaff. She occupies a chair in
the Tttlane University women's de-
partment.
Mrs. Jacob Seamen and daughter,
Ethel, have gone to visit in Cleve-
land, Ohio.
Mr. Carl Rode of Cleveiands Ohio,
is visiting Me and Mrs. Wen. Kat-
terjohn.
.Me. W. C. Clark gees to St. Louis
today on business.
Mr. Andy Claric will return tomor-
row from Dawson.
Mrs. C. N. Baker and son, Claude,
have gone to Creal Springs. 111.
Mrs. Mary Morgan is visiting in
Sharon, Tenn.
Mr. A. C. McClure and wife have
returned from Louisville.
Mr. Thomas Cobourn returned yes-
terday morning from Cairo.
Mr. Bruce Clark has gone to New
Albany, Ind., and Louisville to visit.
Miss Iva Blanche of Murphysboro,
is visiting Miss Eve Bergdoll.
Miss Lula Johnson of Barlow, has
returned home after visiting here.
Mr. Charles E. Ghaham and wife,
and Mrs. Luther Graham, have gone
to Cerulean Springs.
Gen. Supt. J. Lettin of the Western
Union Telegraph office for the South,
left here yesterday for Louisville,
after visiting Manager G. B. Elmore
of the local office. He was accom-
panied by Division Supt. J. R. Ter-
lame of Nashville, Tenn., and General
Foreman W. E. McClain of Atlanta,
Ga.
LATE ARRESTS.
Police Think They Have the Chicken
Thief.
Late last night officers Gourieira
and Senser arrested George Fraser,
colored, as a suspect, and the de-
partment thinks he is the one who
has been raiding the chicken coops
about the city. The police allege
that Fraser has been disposing of a
number of chickens and not being
able eo give a satisfactory account of
how they came into his posession, he
was arrested and charge/1 the offense
of chicken stealing.
A well known ran about the city
who gets on accasional sprees and is  
said to abuse his family when in that
night and locloe-d iste 
condition was found on the street 
efore Trading Yournear the city hall in a drunken con-dition by Lieut. Potter about
Fourth of July Rates—Dates of I. I•
sale July 2„; and 4th, '906, limited
to July Elfh, 19°6, for return. Tick-
ets can be sold to all stations on the
Illinois Central railroad in Illinois,
Indiana arid Isbiesouri, to which the
one way rate is $7.50 or less, and. to
all points, south of the Ohio river.
Also points on the Y. de M. V. R. R..
A. & V. .Ry. and V. S. & T. R. R.
'Round trip rate, one and one-third
fare.
N
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WITT'S BOULEVARD-
ANNOUNCBMEENT
I have soid a controlIng interest in "Watts Boulevard"
from 25th street to 29th street and facing the park on 27th
street and 28th street, to the Thomas C. Leech Investment Co.
The lots remaining have been withdrawn from the market
az:ed lure not for sale. GEO. C. HUGHES.
Paducah, Ky., June 54th„ 1906.
NEW RESIDENCE DISTRICT STARTS AT LOW PRICES
To Home Buyers:
We have bought our choice of the lots and blocks on "Watts Boule-
vard" and around the park after fully satisfying ourselves that this is the
most liberally arranged addition to Paducah and especially well located for
suburban homes in the near future. "Watts Boulevard" in con-
nection with the easy slopes facing east on 28th street
up to Broadway is well adapted to meet the demands
of "Greater Paducah" for high class residerers. At the pres-
ent time homes costing from te.soo.00 to $15,oco.00 lie located where 28th
est ends. at Broadway.. "Watts Boulevard" lots are ae 40 6s-1eet front
!so feet deep, alleys ao feet wide, sidewalks 15 feet wide and streets 60
feet wide from curb to curb. IMPROVED BROADWAY rs ONLY
ea FEET WIDE FROM CURB TO CURB WITH ra FOOT SIDE-
WALKS. We are prepared to furnish lots to individuals
or full blocks of 8 lots to congenial parties swishing to
form their own neighborhood. We will contract to lay down streets and
sidewalks to suit—and improve lots ready to build—can furnish lawn lots
or in grand old forest trees. The park faces 400 feet on "Watts Boule-
vard"—full block—and is arranged for exclusive use of owners of these
lots. No house can be built on this property costing less than $1,000.00—
the restriction may be higher—residence purposes only. Under the above
conditions a lot in this addition is well worth having. Call on us at
Room tis, first floor Fraternity Building, see the plat and let us explain
the unexcelled possibilities of this exceptional property.
THE THOMAS C. LEECH INVESTMENT CO.
T. C. Leech General Manager.
PADUCAH CHA UTADQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
Saturday, June s3.
8 :3o---Childt en's Athletics.
9:30—Health Lecture.
10:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Brantwood and Ruskin...
 
 James H. Shaw
a—"A Man Among Mien" 
Dr. L G. Herbert
+'—Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
 
 Miss Hemenway
Concert.
tertainment, Ross Crane, Car-
teesist.
Sunday, June 84.
2--lied.ftS3 "Lofty Peaks 111
can Statesmanship" 
 
Father G. T. Nagel
4—Ross GAO&
7--Vespers.
7:30—Concert.
S—Addriss..Rabbi Leo Manheimmer
Individual season tickets can be
secured from the nserehasts at $eso.
The same ticket at the gate will be
$2..00. By presenting this ticket at
the gate and so cests additional it
will be made transferable for any
or.e's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to 12, hatf
price—under 6 free.
Single admission 25 cents.
Children 15 cents.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
wiling purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; doss not los-
Calif dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT s1 z
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
BOLE AGENT, 16129 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Los Angeles, Cal—National Edu-
cational Association Convention.
Dates of sale June 25th to July 7th.
tgio6. Final limit September t5th
Igoe Round trip rate $62.50.
—Appraisers yesterday finished ;Ts--
voicing the jewelry stock of John
J. Bleich, whic'n they valued at
$1.486
Icyc e 111 00
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLE.00
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N orth Fifth street they can s awe y•s.
money, and take your old wheel i n exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this ii the cheapest house In -lbws on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert
machinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
Mm0.
BUY
TRADEWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
kit "Ii61,
Coal for. wagons:atlElevator _ otha e1 epII ones 25 4.
S ?rile leOt West KentuckyFoot of
Incorporated.
Coal Co.
.8•amistbsi eaMi 0
•
